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No. 69-4
ZICARELLI
v.
NEW JERSEY ST A TE
COMMISSION OF
INVESTIGATION

,

,

Appeal from N. J.
Sup Ct

(
Floyd
Timely
AFFIRM

This case, like Kastigar v. United States, No. 70-117,
involves the issue of whether "transactional," as opposed to "use"
immunity is constitutionally required.

The N. J. Sup Ct (Weintraub)

said that "use" immunity was sufficient.
QUESTIONS PRESENTED
1.

Whether a N. J. immunity statute which does not grant

absolute immunity from p rosecution by the "questioning" jurisdiction

Controlling cases:
Counselman v. Hitchcock, 142 U.S. 547 (1892); Murphy v.
Waterfront Commission, 378 U.S. 52 (1964); Malloy v. Hogan, 378
U.S. 1 (1964); Gardner v. Broderick, 392 U.S. 273 (1968);
Marchetti v. United States, 390 U.S. 39 (1968).

-

-z(New Jersey), but only immunity from having a "responsive"
answer, or evidence "derived therefrom11 used in a subsequent
criminal J>roceeding, is consistent with the Fifth Amencbnent?
2.

Whether the provision of the state immunity statute

limiting immunity to "responsive" answers or evidence derived
therefrom violates the 14th Amencbnent because of vagueness.
3.

--------------

Whether, under the circumstances of this case,

a ppellant's fear of foreign prosecution was a sufficient basis for
his refusal to testify on Fifth Amendment grounds notwithstanding
a gr ant of "use" immunity under the N. J. statute?

-

STATUTES INVOLVED
A.

The Fifth Amendment provides:

"No person ••• shall be compelled in any criminal
case to be a witness against himself• • • • 11
B.

The immunity statute in question is applicable to

investigations conducted by the New Jersey State Commission of
I nvestigation.

It provides that if a person refuses to testify before

the Commission on the basis of the 5th Amencbnent:
"the commission may order the person to answer the
question or questions or produce the requested
evidence and confer immunity a.a in this section
provided. " N. J. S. A. , SZ: 9M-17(a)
Further, N. J. S. A. 52, 9M-17(b) provides:

-

"If upon issuance of such an order, the person
com:plie s therewith, he shall be immune from
having such responsive answer given by him or

-
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such responsive evidence produced by him, or
evidence derived therefrom used to expose him
to criminal prosecution or penalty or to a forfeiture
of his estate, except that such person may nevertheless be prosecuted for any perjury committed in
such answer or in producing such evidence, or for
contempt for failing to give an answer or produce
evidence in accordance with the order of the
commission; and any such answer given or evidence
produced shall be admissible against him upon any
criminal investigation, proceeding or trial against
him for perjury, or upon any investigation,
proceeding or trial against him for such contempt. "
C.

The statutory provisions which establish the Commission

reveal its essential nature.

The N. J. Sup Ct summarized those

provisions as follows:

-

"The S. C. I. consists of four members, two appointed
by the Governor and one each by the President of the
Senate and the Speaker of the General Assembly.
N. J. S. A. 52: 9M- l. Section Z of the statute reads:
'The commie sion shall have the duty and power
to conduct investigations in connection with:
a. The faithful execution and effective enforcement of the laws of the State, with partic~
reference but not limited to organized crime and
racketeering;
b. The conduct of public officers and public
employees, and of officers and employee• of public
corporations and authorities;
c. Any matter concerning the public peace,
public safety and public justice. '
"Section 3 provides:

-

'At the direction of the Governor or by concurrent
resolution of the Legislature the commission shall
conduct investigations and otherwise assist in
connection with:

- 4 -

a~

The removal of public officers by the Governor;

b. The making of recommendations by the Governor
to any other person or body. with respect to the removal
of public officers;
c. The ma.king of recommendations by the Govem or
to the Legislature with respect to changes in or
additions to existing provisions of law required for the
more effective enforcement of the law.'

-

"Section 4 requires the S. C. I. to investigate any
departm.ent or .State agency at the direction or request of
the Legislature or the Governor or such departinent or
agency. Upon the request of the Attorney General., a
county prosecutor or any other law enforcement official,
the S. C. L shall cooperate with, advise and aaai ■t them
in the performance of their official powers and duties.
Section 5. The S. C. L shall cooperate with federal
officials in the investigation of violations of federal
laws within the State, section 6, and may consult and
exchange information with officers of other States,
section 7 and whenever it shall appear to the Commission
that there is cause for the prosecution for a crime, or
for the reD10Val of a public official for misconduct, the
Commission shall refer the evidence to the officials
authorized to conduct the prosecution or to remove the
public officer. Section 8.
"The legislative mission of the S. C. I., evidence
in section 3 quoted above, is emphasized by section
10 which reads:
'The commission shall make an annual report to
the Governor and Legislature which shall include its
recommendations. The commission shall make such
further interim reports to the Governor and Legislature,
or either thereof, as it shall deem advisable, or as
shall be required by the Governor or by concurrent
resolution of the Legislature. '
"Section 11 does provide that

-

' By such means and to such extent as it shall deem
appropriate, the conunission shall keep the public
informed as to the operations of organized crime,
problems of criminal law enforcement in the State
and other activities of the commission. 111

-

- 5 FACTS
The facts are relatively simple.

Appellant is a reputed

gangster who was summoned in 1969 to appear before appellee
Commission in connection with an investigation concerning,
generally, the enforcement of the law in Long Branch, New
Jersey, with particular reference to organized crime and
racketeering.

On August ZO, 1969, he appeared with counsel,

and refused to answer a series of 100 questions even though he
had been granted immunity pursuant to the quoted statute.
Appellant challenged the validity of the immunity provision.

-

At the ensuing contempt hearing in the N. J. Superior Court
(Kingfield), the parties stipulated that appellant had been the object
of extensive publicity referring to him as a racketeer, a m.ember
of the Cosa Nostra, and as an "internationalist" in crim.e, that
Zicarelli had been the subject of numerous subpoenas, aurveillances 1
and investigations over the past ten years by both federal and state
authorities, and that Zicarelli was, by "governmental pronouncement, 11 a main or prime target for prosecution.
At the contempt hearing, Zicarelli also introduced numerous

I

-

magazine and newspaper articles in an effort to show that he had a

real fear of foreign prosecution.

Some of theae articles called

Zicarelli the "foremost internationalist" among "Cosa Nostra"

- 6 criminals.

(I,if~, Sept. 8, 1967). Another Life article (September l

1967) stated that:
"But Zicarelli has an international side-line so extenaive
that he's practically a one-man state department for the
Mob. He has holdings in Venezuela and the Dominican
Republic, and throughout the hemisphere i• known a• the
man to see for guns and munitioni, when a govenunent is
to be overthrown or a rebellion is to be put down. For
ezample, through the years he shipped arms to Dominican
leaders, selling with fine and profitable impartiality to
Trujillo and the men who overthrew him. 11
The Life articles stated that Zicarelli had executed a man in New
York for Trujillo.

An August 9 Life article stated that Zicarelli

was involved with the importation of Laetrile, a purported cancer

-

drug,. from Canada to the United States, and that such transportation
was illegal under both American and Canadian law.

It is not clear

from the record of the contempt hearing precisely for what purpose
the trial judge permitted the articles to be admitted.

It appears,

that the prosecution "stipulated" to their admissibility only for
the purpose of demonstrating the truth of the facts to which it had
previously stipulated concerning Zicarelli (see above).

The judge

apparently thought that the articles were being introduced for the
same purpose (see App, pp. 90a-93a), although at another point
he indicated that he was accepting them as proof that Zicarelli
was a target of prosecution in foreign countries.

App, p. 94a.

Finally the court stated "I am aware they are newspaper articles.
Just what import they are going to have, I don't know." App, p. 95a

-
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DECISIONS BELOW
On September 18, 1969, the N. J. Superior Court (Kingfield)
rejected all of petr' a challenges to the propriety of the Commission's
investigation and procedures and to the immunity statute, and held
him in civil contempt, ordering him committed until he should
purge himself of contempt by testifying.
On January 20, 1970, the N. J. Supreme Court affirmed in
an opinion by Chief Judge Weintraub.

Appellant raised the same

objections to the immunity provision as are raised in this Court.
The court found that "use" as opposed to "transactional" immunity

-

was constitutionally sufficient, relying on Murphy v. Waterfront
Commission, 378 U.S. 52 (1964).

He reasoned that

"We are satisfied that the Fifth AmendDlent does not
require immunity from prosecution. An immunity
of that breadth exceeds the protection the Fifth
AmendDlent accords. More importantly to find that
demand in the Fifth AmendDlent would in practical
terms deny state government access to facts it
must have to meet its duty to secure the well-being
of the citizens. • • 11
As to the contention that the immunity granted was insufficient
because of a fear of prosecution in a sister state, the court held
that Murphy prevented use of the compelled testimony by another
state and that this was constitutionally sufficient.

As to the fear

of prosecution in a foreign land, the court held that even if the

-

possibility were relevant, "the danger in the case before us is

- 8 -

-

too imaginary and unsubstantial to sustain a refusal to answer."
As to the contention that the limitation of imm.unity to

"re ■pon■ ive"

answers was unconstitutionally vague, the court stated that it was
without substance because "fairly construed, the statute protect.
the witness against answers and evidence he in good faith believed
were demanded."
ARGUMENTS
QUESTION NO. 1--"Use" Immunity

Appellant's Contentions
Appellant contends that the prior decisions of this Court have

-

"consistently reaffirmed and reiterated the transac~onal imm.unity
standard" as constitutionally required.

He relies particularly on

Counselman v. Hitchcock, 142 U.S. 547 (1892), in which the Court
stated, inter alia:
"We are clearly of opinion that no statute
which leaves the party or witness ■ ubject to
pro ■ ecution after he answers the crhninating
question put to him, can have the effect of
supplanting the privilege conferred by the
Constitution • • • In view of the constitutional
provision, a statutory enactment to be valid,
must afford absolute imm.unity against future
prosecution for the offence to which the question
relates."
This pronouncement has been often reaffirmed by the Court.
Appellant contends that the Supreme Court of New

-

was in error in viewing the Court's decision in Murphy v.

Jer ■ ey

-

- 9 Waterfront Commission, 378 U.S. 52 (1964) as undercutting the
validity of Counselman' s requirement of transactional imm.unity.
Murphy, which held that a state witness cannot be compelled by
the state to give testimony which may be incriminating under
federal law unless the testimony and its fruits cannot be used
in any way against him by federal officials, was involved solely
with the accomm.odation in federal state relations 1n&de necessary
by the Court's decision in Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1 (1964),
extending the protections of the 5th Amendment to the states.
That Murphy permitted "use" restrictions to stand, rather than

-

requiring full transactional imm.unity was due to considerations of
federalism.

It does not follow that

11

use 11 immunity is sufficient

when only a single jurisdiction is involved.

Subsequent to Murphy,

in Albertson v. Subversive Activities Control Board, 382 U.S. 70
(1965), the Court reaffirmed the Counselman absolute immunity
principle.
Appellant further argues that both the language of the Fifth
Amendment and the policies it promotes require full transactional
imm.unity.

As to the language, he adopts the argument& of

Mr. Justice Brennan, dissenting in the dismissal of certiorari
in Piccirillo v. New York, 400 U.S. 548, 552 (1971).

-

That is.

an individual is still being compelled to testify against himself in
any situation where there remains the po• sibility of a criminal

.. 10 -

-

case relating t o that testim ony; t h e fact tha.t th e crimi...,,a,l ca s e

may not be ba sed upon the comp elle d te s timony does not avoid
the problem, because the individual is still being forced by the
State to admit criminal conduct for which he may be punished,
albeit not on the basis of his compelled testim.ony.
As to the policies underlying the privilege, it ia clear
that they are softened by "use" immunity.

Appellant

i ■ ■ ubject

to a "cruel trilemma of self-accusation, perjury or contempt."
The sense of fair play which
individual alone until good

-

require ■

rea ■ on

a govermnent to leave the

ia shown for disturbin& him ia

offended, where, as here, the Commission already bad the answers
to the questions they asked.
Moreover, practical consideration& compel the rejection
of the use immunity standard.

Even though the government would

have the burden of establishing lack of taint in a subsequent
prosecution, as Mr. Justice Brennan noted in Piccirillo, aupra:
"In dealing with a single jurisdiction, we ought to

-

recognize the enormous difficulty in, attempting to
ascertain whether a aubaequent prosecution of an
individual ••• derives from the compelled
te stim.ony or from an 'independent source. ' • • •
all relevant evidence will obviously be in the hand ■
of the government • • • • Moreover, thi ■ argwnent
does n ot dep end upon assmnptions of mi ■ conduct or
collusion among government officers • • • • Men
working i n the same office or department exchange
information without recording carefully how they
obtained certain information • • • Moreover, the
possibility of subtle inference drawn from action or

-
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-

non-action on the part of fellow law enforcement
personnel would be difficult if not impossible to
prove or disprove • • • Concern over informal
and undetected exchange of information is • • •
correspondingly less when two different jurisdictions are involved."
These observations concerning exchange of information among
various law enforcement officers is a reality with respect to the
Commission, which is specifically directed to cooperate with and
inform law enforcement officials.

These statutory provisions

make it a virtual certainty that compelled incriminating information
will receive as wide a dissemination as possible.

Those who say

that a witness can successfully rebut the Government's proof that

-

its source is untainted are naive about the practicalities.

For

example, what if the evidence used to convict bas no causal
connection with the compelled disclosure other than the fact that it
provided the reason for commencing an investigation?

The upshot

of "use" iJJ1D1unity rule may be that a person is in fact much worse
off in regard to the danger of prosecution and conviction than if he
had remained silent.

Adoption of the use immunity standard would add to the
burden• on the courts.

Moreover, saying that full transactional

immunity is required when only one jurisdiction is involved does
not necessc1,rily mean tb.at it would be required in other jurisdictions.

-

Different values are involved, the primary of which is the fact that
the compelling authority has the choice of exchanging the immunity
for the needed testimony.

-

- 12 Appellee' s Argurn.ents
Ap pellees argue that Counselman' s statement indicating

that " abeolute" or "transaction.al" i:mmnnity is required was
unnecessary to the decision in that case.

The Court ba.d found

that the immunity statute in question was insufficient because,
while prohibiting use of the compelled testimony itself, it did
not prevent the use of the "fruits" of that testitnony.

Nevertheleas,

the Congress took the broadest construction of Counsehnan, and
enacted immunity statutes conferring full transactional immunity.
Subsequent decisions of the Court sustaining the Constitutional

-

validity of those statutes established only that full transactional
immunity was sufficient to meet the requirements of the
constitution, but did not pass on whether it was necessary, or
whether "use" immunity which prohibited use of "fruits" as well
as the compelled testimony itself was sufficient.

Thus, the

decisions of the Court do not, on close reading, absolutely require
full transactional immunity.
On the contrary, in Murphy v. Waterfront Conunission,
the Court interpreted Counselman to require only "uae-fruits"
immunity in both the compelling jurisdiction and in other juriadiction
The argument that Murphy required full transactional immunity in th•

-

compelling jurisdiction (the state), while allowing "use" immunity in
the non-compelling jurisdiction for reasons of federalism, makes
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-

no sense in light of Malloy v. Hogan, holding the 5th Amendment
to be fully applicable to the states.
Appellee argue• that the language of the 5th Amendment
requires only "use" immunity.

It states that "No person •••

shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against
him.self." The Fifth Amendment requires that any rule desiped to
supplant it leave the individual in no worse posture than if his claim
to silence based on the privilege had been sustained.

Use immunity

does this, while "transactional" immunity gives the witness more
than he deserves, for a person who remains silent claiming his 5th

-

Amendment privilege is still subject to prosecution.

A person

who testifies under a grant of immunity should not be placed in a
better position than if he had not testified at all, as he is under
full "transactional" immunity.

The argument of Justice Brennan

in Piccirillo that the privilege is violated if a person remains
subject to punishment for criminal conduct he bas admitted, even
though not on the basis of his compelled testimony, is a non-sequitur
As long as a witness is not compelled to be a witness against himself
the privilege is not violated.

It is not the compulsion, but the .!!!. of

the compelled testimony which offends the 5th Amendment.
Appellees argue that the "use" immunity statute provides

-

an exclusionary rule which fully replaces the 5th Amendment
privilege.

At the time Counselman was decided, the Court bad not
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-

formulated a remedial exclusionary rule to safeguard 4th and 5th
Amendment rights.

Accordingly, it was forced to the heavy-handed

Counselman approach.

Subsequently, in cases involving 4th, 5th,

and 6th Amendment violations, the court has refuaed to preclude
proaecution altogether, but has uaed an exclusionary rule.
Recently, in the Marchetti-Grosso casea, the Court auggested
that an attractive reaolution of the 5th Amendment problems poaed
by compulsory registration provisions would be to prevent the use
of the information obtained.

Similarly, in cases involving a

requirement that public employee• give an accounting of their

-

public duties, the Court resolved the 5th Amendment problem by
preventing use of the compelled testimony.
392 U.S. 273 (1968).

Gardner v. Broderick,

These decisions aupport the view that "use

plus fruits" immunity is sufficient to replace the 5th Amendment
privilege.
In this connection appellees suggested that the 5th

Amendment rule of excluaion need not be the same as the 4th
Amendment "attenuation" standard, and that it may be appropriate
to require in the 5th Amendment area that evidence used for
prosecution not be causally related in any way to the compelled
testimony - - it must have an entirely independent origin.

-

This

would follow from the fact that the 4th Amendment exclusionary
rule is remedial in nature, while the exclusionary rule in the case
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-

of inununity statutes is designed to supplant the right

itself.
Appellees also argue that the values and policies of
the 5th Amendinent support a "use plus fruits" immunity standard.
The basic rule to be applied is that the public bas a right to every
man's evidence.

The 5th Amendment, important

a• it is,

mu•t

be viewed in perspective as an exception to this general rule.

A

proper balance between the public need and individual rights leads
to a use immunity standard, rather than the waatefully broader
transactional immunity.

Under use immunity, the more testimony

a person gives, the greater is his protection against subsequent

-

prosecution; this is not the case under a grant of transactional
imm.unity, for any testimony by the witness on the subject if sufficieJl
1

to competely immunize him.

Further, it is clear that the Cornroissi~

will be able to perform its statutory purposes better under "use"

than under "transactional" immunity.

In order for the Commission

to function effectively, it is essential that it receive cooperation
from local and state law enforcement agencies; but they will be
more anxious to cooperate if it is clear that their ongoing investigations will not be jeopardized by a grant of full transactional
immunity by the Conunission.

-

In general, the wasteful transactional

immunity results in an intolerable degree of interference with the
public interest, p revents accomplishment of legitimate governmental
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e,

goals, inhibits cooperation between law enforcement agencies.,
state and federal., and decreases respect for the law; use inununity
adequately protects individual rights and has none of these effects.
Argument of National District Attorneys Association and
Americans for Effective Law Enforcement, Inc. as amici
curiae in Support of Appellee
This amici brief is written by Robert Dison., Jr., who
was a primary consultant on the Federal "use" immunity bill which
is at issue in the Kastigar case, No. 70-117.

Professor Dixon initially traces the history of the 5th
Am.encbnent, and concludes that we are dealing with a value which

-

is quite murkey in its inception.

--

intimately associated with the

Its rise in the 17th Century

intere ■t

wa ■

of freedom~ speech, which

is now protected by the First Amendment.

Once divorced from the

free speech context, it is clear that the privilege need not be
viewed as so preeminent and unique that it can only be replaced
by full transactional immunity.
Amici ezamine the state cases prior to Counselman v.
Hitchcock and argue that they
required.

sugge ■t

that absolute immunity is not

As for Counselman itself, the briefs of the parties did

not properly focus on the possibility of "use plus fruits" immunity
as a

-

permis ■ible

use immunity.

mid-position between absolute immunity and limitecl

The statute involved in Counselman protected only

- 17 -

-

againat use of tb.e compelled testimony itself, and not against
use of the "fruits" of that teotimo::iy.

The Court w:is claar in

holding that the etatute v;,•a.~ insu.fficier..t under the 5th Amendment
!or this reason.

Its further language concerning the neceasity for

absolute immunity, which was unnecessary for the decision of the
case should, in view of the inadequate briefs and the "loose language'
of the tunes be viewed as dictum.
Amici argue that recent decisions of the Court, and particu-

larly Murphy v. Waterfront Cormnission, supra, Gardner v.
Broderick, and the Marchetti-Grosso registration cases, support

-

the view that "use plus fruits" inununity is constitutionally sufficient.
Amici contend that full use immunity is consistent with the
policies underlying the 5th Amendment and is urgently needed to
effectively combat white collar and organized crime.

The Due

Process clause protects against physical coercion of witnesses, the
right of political dissent, which played so strong a role in the
development of the 'Privilege is now protected by the First Amendment, and a whole cluster of clauses of the Bill of Rights protect
the core of the

11

accusatorial11 system of law enforcement.

Accordingly, the essential value inhering in the 5th Amendment
today b that a.n offender shall not be forced by contempt process
or other pressure to help convict himself.

-

satisfies this value.

Full use immunity

As to the need for full "use" as opposed to
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-

"absolute" immunity,. it is clear that conventional law enforcement
techniques are totally inadequate to deal with modern crim.e.

--------

\" Ordinary crime, etreet crime and conventional common-law
offenses are of little concern to immunity legislation.

"It is

when we move to multi-party offenses,. often conspiratorial in
nature and resting on a web of interlocking agreement.,. that the
immunity technique is needed.

And these are the very areas where

a wide and casual use of the pardon power (abaolute immunity)

-

would be most reprehensible. "
There has been some concern that undue extension of powers

-

of investigatory bodies over witnesses,. especially those associated
with unpopular causes or extreme political views,. might lead to a
return to the abuses of the McCarthy period.

However. the problem

there was not with the difference between absolute immunity and full
use immunity,. but with the legitimacy of the investigation and the
relevance of the information sought to any legitimate governmental
purpose.

The activities being investigated then were unassociated

with the kinds of acts of criminal violence which are the target of
present investigation.
Amici further argue that the implementation problems for
use immunity are nqt more serious than those arising from absolute

-

immunity,. and may well be less.

They view the major issue to be

whether it will adequately safeguard the witness,. or whether the
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-

difficulties of policing it will prove to be so great that the use
restriction "becomes an illusory pronrlse." The short answer.,
they say, is that the exclusionary rules in the areas of confessions
and searches and seizures have proved manageable and there is no
reason to think that full use immunity will be different.

In fact.,

policing may be easier in the area of use immunity, because the
disclosure will occur at a known time; certainly no evidence
obtained before that point should be eliminated.

As to subsequent

evidence., the government will have the heavy burden of showing
that it is "independent. 11 Amici further argue that it may be
appropriate to make the burden of proof as to an "independent source'

-

more stringent in the immunity area than in the areas of coerced
confessions or Fourth Amendment violations, because the rules in
those areas are only remedial or derivative, whereas the Fifth
Amendment exclusionary rule is an integral part of the constitutional
privilege itself.

Under the 5th Amendment, it would be appropriate

to require proof of an actual independent source, not just the
possibility of evidence being gotten without the compelled testimony.

I

Amici also point out that the problems of proof with resepct
to traditional absolute immunity may well be greater than with

----------

-

respect to full use immunity.

-

-

Under transactional immunity., the

defendant must carry the burden of showing that he is being
prosecuted for an offense "related" to his compelled testimony--
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-

often a difficult burden to carry.

On the practical level, amici

also point out that under use immunity, the witness has an incentive
to divulge the greatest possible amount of information, because the
more he talks, the less will be the chance that the prosecution will
be able to demonstrate that its case had an independent source;
under transactional immunity, the incentive is the opposite,
because the witness may obtain a full "immunity bath" if his
testimony is in any way "related" to the object of the subsequent
prosecution.
Amici further argue that there is no basis in reason for

-

the position apparently adopted by Mr. Justice Brennan and Mr.
#+

Justice Marshall that while use immunity is sufficient in the interjurisdictional context, it is not sufficient within a single jurisdiction.
With modern communications, we now have an integrated response
to a national crime problem with a "premium on interjurisdictional
cooperation.

11

--- -

---

In the confessions and search fields we have no rule

-------.....

-

that
.___exclusion is adequate inter-jurisdictionally, but not intra-

----

jurisdictionally.

Moreover, neither the history nor the logic of

the privilege would mandate such a rule.

The Court should not

lose sight of the principle that "the public has a right to every man's
evidence."

-
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Argument of the State of New Jersey as Amicus Curiae
on Behalf of Appellee
The state's legal arguments are repetitive and do not add
anything to the already extensive summaries above.

The state's

"statement of interest," however, serve• to place this case in
context.

The state argues that full transactional immunity is

contrary to the interests of the adm.inistration of justice.

This is

illustrated by the present case.

Appellant is a notorious figure

in the area of organized crime.

He is presently the subject of six

separate indictments in New Jersey and was recently convicted of
conspiracy to operate an illegal gambling organization, and bribery

-

of a public official.

----- --------------- ------

All of the state's evidence in these cases was

derive d without any use of any testimony of appellant.

-........____

Nevertheless,

the state baa reason to believe that appellant possesses a great deal
of information about the activities of organized crime in New Jersey
which cannot otherwise be obtained.

Thus, if transactional immunit1

is required, the state is placed to a Hobson' s choice--either it
can prosecute appellant and let the organization go untouched, or
it can totally im.m.unize appellant from prosecution for crimes of
which it has independent evidence to convict in an effort to get at
the organization.

Both alternatives are unsatisfactory, and

neither is required by the 5th Amendment.

-

-
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QUESTION NO. 2--Limitation to

"Respon■ ive"

Answers

Appellant's Argument
Appellant contends that the statutory language limiting the
immunity to "responsive" answers, even as construed by the N. J.
SC (supra)., is void for vagueness.

The statute itself contains no

standards as to what is a responsive answer.

In dealing with the

word "responsive:"

-

"one rnust conclude that it ■ ultimate applicability to
a given situation would, of nece ■ sity., bring into play
individual values., vagaries of judgrnent., and matters
of degree. In that respect., the terrn is no more
definite than such standards as 'sacrilegious' or
'irnmoral' which this Court has previously struck
down as being too vague and indefinite to proscribe
rights under the First and Fourteenth Arnendlllents."
It would be the determination of the Cornmission as to
whether a given answer was responsive,. at least in the first
instance.

Even though courts might become involved., the witness

will be subject to the vagaries of a judgment as to responsiveness
made many years after the questioning by a court unfamilier with
the nature of the inquiry and the intent of the questioner.

The

"good faith" standard suggested by the N. J. SC does not alleviate
the p roblems of uncertainty.

Where the governm.ent is forcing

a person to testify against himself., bnrnunity should be granted
with "no strings attached.

-

11
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Appellees' Arguments
The Com.mission argues that appellant is incorrect in
suggeating that the interpretation given the statute by the N. J. SC
will require the court to judge the "good faith" of the witness at
the time the answer was provided.. The thrust of the SC' s language
is that the court is not called on to determine the good faith of the
witness, but rather the sufficiency of the answer given in response
to the question put.

The emphasis is on the answer given vis a vis

the answer demanded, an objective test.

It is obvious that an

answer which is either not called for (volunteered) or which bears

-

no relevance to or is not appropriate to the question put cannot be
responsive within the meaning of the statute. Further, the
"responsiveness" terminology is drawn directly from the leading
decision of this Court in Hoffman v. United States, 341 U.S. 470
(1951), in which the Court, in formulating the test for determining

when a witness' answers might tend to incriminate him atated:
"To sustain the privilege, it need ~nly be evident
from the implications of the question, in the setting
in which it is asked, that a responsive answer to the
question or a n explanation of why it cannot be answered
might be dangerous because injurious disclosure
could result.
By defining

II

s e lf incrimination" in terms of injurioua disclosures

based upon responsive answers to questions put, the Court baa in

-

effect answered the question presented by this case.

Moreover,

-
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the term. responsive in this case only com.plements and helps define
the term answer.

The language of the N. J. statute, aa it ia

understood by men of common intelligence, h not ao vague aa to
offend due procee.
A rguments of the State of New Jersey as Amicus Curiae
Amie us makes a nUDlber of questionable argUDlents in
support of the "responsiveneas" requirement.

It first argues

that the provision is not invalid, because the witnesa can obtain a
clarification as to what a responsive answer is from the judge
prior to being held in contempt.

-

Thua, the witness is not forced

to guess as to whether his answer will be responsive.
Amicus further seems to suggest, without citing any
supporting authority, that the state is in any event foreclosed
from attacking an answer as unresponsive if the Commission
accepted the answer without objection.
Further, although with sorne equivocation, Amicus suggests
that appellant has misread the statute; it actually does not permit
an unresponaive answer to be introduced in a criminal proaecution;
rather, the remedy for an unresponsive answer is limited to
citation for contempt.

Hence there is no threat under the atatute

that appellant's testimony could later be used against him upon a

-

finding by a court that it was not "responaive."

-
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In a ny event. argues the state, the above is largely
academic. because the term "responsive answer" is sufficiently
definite to pass constitutional muster. as demonstrated by the
long use of this term by courts and legal scholars.

See,

~

Hoffman v. United States, supra.
·A nrlcus further suggests that the term "responsive answer"
means no more than a good faith answer, that is, a bona fide
attempt to present to the best of the witness' a ability that informatiom
sought by the inquiry, as held by the N. J. SC.
earlier point,

-

amicu■

(However, at an

seemed to su.g1est that the dictionary definitio11

of "responsive" as something "which directly answers the allegation11
was controlling. )
In any event, if the Court found that the threat of subsewuent
incriminatory use did exist as a result of the responsive requiremen1
it could simply strike out the word. eliminating the vagueness.
QUESTION NO. 3--Fear of Foreign Prosecution
Appellant's Arguments
Appellant argues that an immunity statute of whatever
scope. whether enacted by a federal government or a state, is
powerless to prevent foreign prosecution or use of compelled
testimony by a foreign sovereign.

-

Further in Murphy v. Waterfront

Commission. this Court clearly recognized that a witness has a
constitutional right to invoke the 5th Amendment ·privilege when

... 26 -

-

he has a demonstrable fear of foreign prosecution, although the
precise question was not before the Court.

The only decision to

the contrary by CA 10 cannot be squared with Murphy.

Finally,

present-day world-wide dissemination of information and
international cooperation of law enforcem.ent authorities establish
that one who is compelled to incriminate himself with respect to
foreign crim.es stands in "very real fear" of foreign pr,o secution.
In this case, the N. J. SC was in error in concluding that
appellant's fear of foreign prosecution was "too imaginary and
unsubstantial to sustain a refusal to answer." The newspaper

-

articles which appellant introduced at his contempt hearing
substantiated his claim of potential foreign incrimination.

They

singled him out as a "foremost internationalist" among criminals.
A

~

magazine article alleged that Zicarelli was involved in

Canada with the illegal smuggling of Laetrile, a purported cancer
drug, into the United States.
The questions asked by the Commission, although not
referring directly to foreign criminal activity, did inquire
concerning Zicarelli's "geographical area" of Cosa Nostra
responsibility, and his position in the organization.

Thus, he

might well have concluded that the questions would furnish a link

-

in the chain of evidence leading to foreign prosecution.

- 27 -

-

Appellant points to an extradition treaty with Canada which,
he says, indicates that he would have been placed in danger of
extradition.

He also argue a that even though he could not be

extradited to Venezuela or the Dominican Republic, the newspaper
and magazine stories indicated that he was subject to incrimination,
and he could have been prosecuted had he traveled there.
In light of the foregoing, the danger of foreign prosecution

was not "iJnaginary" or "unsubstantial, 11 but "real and appreciable,"
and since no state immunity statute can confer inununity from
foreign prosecution, appellant's claim of the privilege should have

-

been sustained.
Appellee' s Argmnents
Appellee first argues that fear of foreign prosecution is not
relevant in determining the validity of a 5th Amendment claim by
a witness in this country.

Murphy .d id not decide otherwise.

It is

true that in Murphy the Court purported to reject the earlier
English rule, established in The King of Two Siciliea v. Willcox,
61 Eng. Rep. 116 ( 1851) that foreign prosecution was not relevant,
and to adopt the later rule of United States v. McRae,. L. R., 3 Ch.
App. 79 (1867) to the contrary.

However, McRae simply held that

the absolute rule of King of Two Sicilie s was unwarranted in a

-

case where the applicable foreign law was well-known and the
defendant was within the jurisdiction of the foreign aovereipty.

- 28 -

-

Murphy similarly found King of Two Sicilies to be inapplicable in
the federal-state context where it was not impossible to ascertain the
case,s in which there wa.s a possibility of incrimination under the
laws of the other jurisdiction (federal or state) and where the
defendant was usually subject to the jurisdiction of the other
sovereign, or subject to extradition. In this case, however.
McRae and Murphy are distinguishable, and the reasons for the
rule of the King of Two Sicilies are fully applicable.

This result is

s upported by the decision of CA 10 in In re Parker, 411 F. 2d 1067
(10th Cir. 1969), cert granted and judgment vacated as moot,

-

397

u. s.

96 (1970).

App ellee also argued that app ellant bas demonstrated no
real and substantial fear of foreign prosecution.

Appellant has the

burden of showing tlmt the danger is substantial.

He ha s not done

so.

The Commission has not disseminated any of the testimony

taken in e.xecutive session to other law enforcement agencies.
Moreover, no questions were asked which directly pertained to

foreign criminal activity.

Insofar as Canada is concerned, his

fear is even rm re illusory, because Canadian law is clearly to
the effect that answers comp elled froni a witness are inadmissible
in a subsequent crinmal proceeding, even whe re the complusion

-

occurs in the United States.
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Arguments of New Jersey as Amicus Curiae
Appellee

011

Behalf of

With respect to Venezuela and the Dominican Republic,
New Jersey argues that the magazine articles (summarized in
"Facts," supra) do :::iot establish a basis for a real fear of
prosecution, and that in any event, appellant admits that there is
no treaty under which he might be extradited to those countries.
With respect to Canada, the state argues that the CA 10
decision in Parker, supra, is correct, and that fear of foreign
prosec\-ttion is not relevant in this case.

In doing so, the state

notes that in Parker the court relied on the fact that it was unlikely

-

that the grand jury testimony concerned would be made available
to Canadian authorities.

The same thing is true in this case,

because the testimony wae to be taken in camera, and the provisions
governing procedures of the Conur.ission made it clear that it was
highly unlikely that &ny information obtained would reach Canadian
authorities.

Further, it is clear that :mder the law of Canada, a

Canadian pros-ecutor would be barred from using any testimony
compelled in this country under a grant of immunity.

See

Pro■ ko

v.

Rex, 62 S . C. R. 226 (Sup. Ct. Canada 1922); Canada Evidence Act, ·
R. S. C. (1952), c. 307, sec. 5.

"Hence, even if the threat of a

p rosecution in a foreign country were within the scope of the

-

p rotection afforded by the Fifth Amendment, it is clear that
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•

appellant does not face any real threat that evidence he is compelled
to give ••• may be used against him in a foreign prosecution.
Canada., the only foreign jurisdiction where such threat is even
colorable would not ·p ermit the introduction of testimony obtained
through compulsion in a Canadian federal prosecution. "
DISCUSSION
Validity of "use plus fruits" immunity
I have fully discussed this question in the bench D1emo for
No. 70-117, Kastigar v. United States, which presents essentially
the same issue and is to be argued in conjunction with this case.
For the reasons stated in that bench m.emo, it is my view that "use"
immunity which also fully protects against use of the "fruits" of
the compelled testimony is constitutionally sufficient.

The N. J.

statute would appear to satisfy this requirement, or at least to be
subject to construction so as to satisfy the requirement.
Requirement that the answer be "responsive"
The entire portion of the opinion of Chief Judge Weintraub
dealing with the attack on the "responsiveness" requirement of the
statute is as follows:

•

"Nor do we see substance to the complaint that our
statute protects the witness only with respect to
'responsive' answers or ,evidence. The limitation
is intended to prevent a witness from. seeking
undue protection volunteering what the State already
knows or will likely come upon without the witness's

-
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aid. The purpose is not to trap. Fairly construed,
the statute protects the witness against answers and
evidence he in good faith believed were demanded. "
App, P• 148a.
The argument of appellee that this interpretation imposes an
objective test seems ridiculous to me.

Of course, in determining

whether the witness was in good faith, the courts will no doubt
look to the totality of the circumstances, including the relationship
which the answer bore to the question; but there does not seem to
me to be any way to get around the subjective aspect of Judge
Weintraub's formulation.

Nor is the argument of the State of New

Jersey as Amicus to the effect that the statute, supra. does not

-

permit use of an unresponsive answer in a subsequent crinmal
prosecution, but only in a contempt proceeding, convincing.

As

nearly as I can tell, this argwnent is advanced for the first time
here, and I can see no support for it in the language of the statute.
The crucial question is whether the subjective test formulate<l
by the N. J. SC is so vague as to violate due process; I do not
believe that it is.

It seems apparent that the test the court formu-

lated was intended to widen the range of permissible answers by
the witness, not to narrow it.

Accordingly, if an answer is objective

ly responsive, it would as a practical matter entitle the witness to
immunity for it would be virtually impossible to deinOnstrate his

•

lack of subjective good faith.

If, however, a court were to conclude

-
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that an answer was not on its face responsive, then, as I
understand Judge Weintraub'• opinion, the government would
nevertheless have to show that the answer was in fact given in
bad faith, under all the circumstances.

By "bad faith" I

presume the court means given with knowledge that the answer
was not being requested by the Commission.

With this further

protection, I cannot believe that the limitation to "responsive"
answers is unduly vague; in fact, it would appear that the witness
would have considerable range in which to roam.
Fear of Foreign Prosecution

-

-

It seems absolutely clear to me that there is no subatance
to this contention.

Although the language of Murphy would indicate

that a fear of foreign prosecution is relevant, it seems elementary
that under its rationale the witness claiming the privilege should
bear the burden of proving the law of the foreign jurisdiction which
be claims could incriminate him, of pointing to the specific
questions which he believes present a risk of foreign incrimination
and of establishing realistic fear that the information he is
compelled to give will be communicated to foreign authorities
and that be will be subject to foreign jurisdiction.
As to the specific inquiries, appellant's arguments are

•

weak.

On the basis of the magazine and newspaper articles which

-
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he introduced, the strongest claim which he can make, in my view,
is that the questions of the Commission tend to incriminate him in
Canada by revealing his role in the im.portation of the purported
"cancer" drug from Canada into the United States.

But, none of

the questions asked by the Commission, so far as I can see, bear
on that area.

However, even accepting the fact that they did,

appellant bas not carried the burden, which under my view he has,
of showing that he would be incriminated under the law• of Canada.
Fir st, courts do not generally judicially notice the law of a forei1n
country.

-

Appellant should have bro"ght in expert testim.ony to

establish the foreign law under which he claim.a the possibility of
incrimination.

To be sure, appellant did introduce a newspaper

article which states that the import&tion of the "cancer" dru1
would be illegal under Canadian law, but that is hardly the type of
proof which a court can rely on.

It is not clear to me that the

N. J. courts did accept these articles as proof of foreign law.

In

the second place, appellant has not shown that under Canadian law
his testimony could be used against him.

In fact, it appears to me

that appellee has shown by a preponderance that Canadian law would
not permit the use of the testimony of the Commission compelled
under a grant of "use" inunwrlty to be used against appellant in a

•

Canadian pro11ecution.

-I
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Finally, appellant should have the burden of showing
that there is a real risk that the information which the Commission
is seeking will come to the attention of foreign officials and that he
can be involuntarily brought under the jurisdiction of the foreign
country.

Otherwise, there is no real and substantial risk of foreign

incrimination.

As to Canada, appellant does point to an extradition

statute, but my reading of it does not convince me that appellant
would be subject to extradition for smuggling.

Further, appellant's

testimony was taken in closed session, and there is no indication
that it bas been or will be made available to foreign officiala.

-

In

fact, the statutory scheme establishing the Commission is apparently
concerned only with cooperation with the federal government and the
officials of other

state ■•

The risks of incrimination in other foreign countries are,
in my view, even leas substantial. 'Other states are, in rny view,
prevented from using the compelled testimony under Murphy.
Accordingly, the decision of the N. J. SC was correct on this
ground.
AFFIRM
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No. 69-4 ZICARELLI v. NEW JERSEY ST ATE
COMMISSION OF INVESTIGATION
This case, like Kastigar v. United States, ante, p. __,
raises questions cooceming the conditions under which testimony
can be compelled from an unwilling witness who invokes the Fifth
Amendment privilege against compulsory self-incrimination.
Petitioner was subpoenaed to appear before respondent ·
1

New Jersey state Commission of Investigation on July 8, 1969,
to testify concerning organized crime, racketeering, and political
2
corruption in Long Branch, New Jersey.

In the course of several

appearances before the Commission, he invoked his privilege
against self-incrimination and refused to answer a series of 100
questions. The Commissioo granted him immunity pursuant to
N. J. Stat. Ann.

§

52:9M-17 (1970), and ordered him to answer

the questions. Notwithstanding the grant of immunity, petitionerls
pWtNMHt persisted

then petitioned the

in his refusal to answer. The Commission
i■p1•1eflw+1XPJr\&

Superior Court of Mercer

"
2.
County for an order directing petitioner to show cause why he
should not beaadjudged in contempt of the Commission and
committed to jail until such time as he purged himself of contempt
by testifying as ordered. At the hearing on the order to show
cause, petitioner challenged the order to testify on several grounds,
one of which was the contention thtt the stautory immunity was
insufficient in several respects to compel testimony over a claim
of the privilege.

The Superior Court rejected the challenge to

the sufficiency of the immunity, and ordered petitioner incarcerated
until such time as he testified as ordered. The Supreme Court
of New Jersey certified petitioner's appeal before argument in
the Appellate Division, and affirmed the judgment of the Superior
Court. In re Zicarelli, 55 N. J. 249, 261 A. 2d 129 (1970). This
Court granted certiorari to consider petitioner's challenges to
the scope of the immunit} elNww9111/g authorized by the statute.
401

u. s.

933 (1971).

"
3.
L

A majority of the members of the Commissioo have authority
to confer immunity on a witness who invokes the privilege against
self-incrimination, after giving notice of the Commission's
intention, and an opportunity to be ialn heard, to the Attomey
3

General of New Jersey and the appropriate county prosecutor.
After the witness testifies under the grant of immunity, the statute
provides that:
he shall be immune from having such respoosive
answer given by him or such responsive evidence
produced by him, or evidence derived therefrom
used to expose him to criminal prosecution or
penalty or to a forfeiture of his estate, except
that such person may nevertheless be prosecuted
for any perjury committed in such answer or in
producing such evidence, or for contempt for
failing to give an answer or produce evidence
in accordance with the order of the commission.

...

Dr. J. stat. Ann.

§

52:9M-17(b) (1970).

This is a comprehensive prohibition on the use and derivative
4

use of testimony compelled under a grant of immunity.
Petitioner contends that only full transactional immunity affords

4.
protection commensurate with that afforded by the privilege
and suffices to compel testimony over a claim of the privilege.
We rejected this cootention today in Kastigar, where we held
that immunity from use and derivative use of compelled testimony
is coextensive with the scope of the privilege, and is therefore
sufficient to compel testimony over a claim of the privilege.
We perceive no difference between the degree of protection
afforded by the New Jersey statute and that afforded by the
federalx:iostatute coosidered in Kastlgar. Petitioner coo.tends
that while immunity from use and derivative use may suffice to
secure the protection of the privilege from invasion by Jurisdictions other than the jurisdiction seeking to compel testimony,
the jurisdiction seeking to compel testimony must grant the
greater protection afforded by transactional immunity. In
Kastigar, we held that immunity from use and derivative use and
commensurate with the protection afforded by the privilege, and

5.
rejected this notion that in our federal structure a jurisdiction
seeking to compel testimony must grant protection greater than
that afforded by the privilege in order to supplant the privilege
and compel testimony.

n
Petitioner cmtends that the immunity provided by the
New Jersey statute is unconstitutionally vague.

Midi

because

it immunizes a witness only against the use and derivative use
of "responsive" answers and evidence, without providing statutory

guidelines for determining what is a "responsive'' answer. The
statute does not come before us devoid of interpretation of the
meaning of "responsive, " for the Supreme Court of New Jersey
has construed the responsiveness limitation as follows:
The limitation is intended to prevent a witness
from a. 4 ■ g>e seeking undue protection by
volunteering what the state already lmows or
will likely come upcn without the witness's aid.
The p•rpose is not to trap. Fairly construed, the
statute protects the witness against answers and
evidence he in good faith believed were demanded.
55 N. J. at 270-71, 261 A. 2d at 140.

9.

This is not the technical construction of "responsive" in
5
the legal evidentiary sense that petitioner fears, but IIIDll rather
6

is a construction cast in terms of ordinary English usage and
the good faith :m understanding of the average man. The term
"responsive" in the ordinary English usage has a well-recognized
meaning. It is not, as petitioner argues, "so vague that men of
common intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and
differ as to its application." Connally v. General Construction
Co., 269 U.

s.

385, 391 (1926).

Moreover, the cootention that ambiguity in the term

testifying JDbl under a grant of immunity be considered in the
cootext in which the statute operates. This is not a IBID penal
statute which requires an :t uncounseled decision by a layman as
to what course of action is lawful to pursue. A witness before
the Commission is entitled to have in advance of his testimony

7.
a statement of the subject matter on which the Commission intends
7

to examine him.

This ddvance notice of the subject of the inquiry

will provide a background and context that will aid a witness
in determining what information the questions seek. A witness
before the Commission is also entitled to have counsel present
8

during the course of the hearing, and counsel can secure
clarification of vague or ambiguous questions in advance of a
9

response by the witness.

The responsiveness limitation is not

a trpp for theunwary; rather it is a bar ier to those who would
intentionally tender information not sought in an effort to frustrate
10

and prevent criminal prosecution.

The context in which the

11

statute operates

reaffirms our conclusion that the responsive-

ness limitation does not violate the Due Process Case of the
Fourteenth Amendment.

8.
Ill

Appellant contends that he cannot be compelled to testify
before the Commission because to compel him to do so would
expose him to danger of foreign prosecution. He argues that he
has a real and substantial fear of foreign prosecution, and that
he cannot be compelled to incriminate himself under foreign law.
It follows, he argues, that he cannot be compelled to testify,

irrespective of the scope of immunity he receives, because
neither the New Jersey statute nor the Fifth Amendment privilege
can prevent either prosecution or use of his testimony by a
foreign soverign. This Court noted probable jurisdiction to
consider appellant's claim that a grant of immunity cannot
supplant the Fifth Amendment privilege with respect to an
individual who has a real and substantial fear of i,reign
prosecution. We have concluded, however, that it is unnecessary
to reach the constitutional question in this case.

9.

It is well established that the privilege protects against
12

real dangers, not remote and speculative possibilities.

At

the hearing before the Superior Court of Mercer County,
appellant introduced numerous newspaper and magazine articles
bearing upon his self-incrimination c1-im. A number of these
articles were brought to the attention of'the court as bearing upon

13
his fear of foreign prosecution.

\

These articles labelled appellant

14
the "foremost internationalist" in organized crime, and detailed
his alleged participation in unlawful ventures growing out of his

15
alleged interests and activities in Canada and the Dominican
16

Republic.
While these articles would lend support to a claim of fear of m
foreign prosecution in the abstract, they do net support such a
claim in the context of the questions asked by the Commission.
Of the 100 questions appellant refused to answer, appellant

17
cites only one specific question as posing a risk of incrimination

10.
under foreign law.

That question is: ''In what geographical

area do you have Cosa N ostra responsibilities?"

We think it plain from the context in which the question
was asked that it sought an answer concerning geogrpphical
areas in New Jersey. The subject of the hearing was law
enforcement, organized crime, racketeering, and political
corruption in the City of Long Branch, which is located in
Monmouth County, New Jersey. Eleven of the thirteen
questions preceding the question under consideration related
specifically to the City of Long Branch and Monmouth County.
The question under consideration was followed by the question:
''Is Monmouth County within that geographical area?" Of
course, neither the fact that the Commission was not seeking
information concerning appellant's activities outside the
United States, nor the fact that the question was not designed
to elicit such information, is dispositive of appellant's claim

11.

that an answer to the question would incriminate him under
foreign law. When considering whether a claim of the privilege
can be sustained, the inquiry focuses on what a truthful answer

18
might disclose, rather than on what information is expected.
But the context in which a question is asked imparts additional
meaning into the question, and clarifies what information is sought.
A question to which a claim of the privilege is interposed must
be considered "in the setting in which it is asked." Hoffman v.

United states, 341 U.S. 479, 486 (1951).
Considering this question in light of the circumstances
in which it was asked, we agree with the conclusion of the

Supreme Court of New Jersey that appellant was never in real
dangers of being compelled to disclose information that might
incriminate him under foreign law. Even if appellant has
international Cosa Nosta responsibilities, he could have truthfully
answered this question without disclosing them. Should he
have found it necessary to qualify his answer by confining it to

12.

domestic responsibilities in order to avoid incrimination under
foreign law, he could have done so. To have divulged international
responsibilties would have been to volunteer information not
sought, and apparently not relevant to the Commission's investiga•
tion. We think that in the circumstances of the questioning this
was reasonably clear to appellant and his counsel.
Appellant is of course free to purge himself of contempt
by answering the Commission's questions.

Should the Commission

inquire into matters which might incriminate appellant under
foreign law and pose a substantial risk of foreign prosecution,
19

and should such inquiry be sustained over a relevancy objection,
then a constitutional question will be squarely presented. We
do not believe that the record in this case presents such a question.
The judgment of the Supreme Court of New Jersey
accordingly is
Affirmed
Mr. Justice Brennan and Mr. Justice Rehnquist took no part
in the consideration or decision of this case.

11.
FOOTNOTES
1. The Commission was created by the New Jersey
legislature primarily to investigate organized crime, racketeering,
and political corruption in New Jersey. N. J. stat. Ann.

§§

52:9M-1

and -2 (1970}.
2. The New Jersey Code of Fair PrOGtedure requires
that persons summoned to testify before the Commission be served
prior to the time they are required to appear with a statement of
the subject of the investigation. N. J. stat. Ann.

§

52:13E-2

(1970}. This statement was cootained in the subpoena served
oo petitioner. Joint Appendix Sa.
3. N. J. stat. Ann.

§

52:9M-17(a} (1970}.

4. See In re Zicarelli, 55 N. J. 249, 270, 261 A, 2d
129, 140 (1970).
5. See 3 J. Wigmore, Evidencd
( Chadbourn rev. 1970).

§

785, at 200-02

.'
Notes

4

12. Mason v. United states, 244 U. S. 362 ( 1917); Heike
v. United states, 227 U.

s.

131, 144 (1913); Brown v. Walker, 161

U. s. 591, 599-60 (1896); Queen v. Bayes, 1 Best. & Sm. 311,
329 -31, 121 Eng. Rep. 730, 738 (Q. B. 1861).
13. Cf. Hoffman v. United states, 341 U.S. 479, 489 (1951).
11. Life, Sept. 8, 1967, at 101.

15. Life, August 9, 1968, at 24.
16. Life, Sept. 8, 1967, at 101. Petitioner also alleges
that these articles support his claim of a real and substantial
danger of prosecution by Venezuela. The only reference to
Venezuela, however, is a statement that peflloner ''has holdings
in Venezuela." Life, September 1, 1967, at 45.
17. Appellant also raises a vague objection on grounds of
incrimination under foreign law to these four questions:
Q. Are you a member of any secret organization
that is dedicated to or whose principle is to pursue
crime and protect those of its members who do commit
crime?

Joint Appendix at Sa.

Notes 5
Do you lmow that organization by the name
Cosa Nostra?
Q.

Joint Appendix at 17a.
Are you a member of the organization
lmown as Cosa Nostra?
Q.

Joint Appendix at 18a.
Q. In whose family of Cosa Nostra are you a
member?
Q.

Do you lmow Joseph Bonanno?

Joint Appendix at 20a.
These questions do not appear to seek answers concerning
foreign involvements or foreign criminal activity. Indeed they\ do
\
\
\

not relate to specific criminal acts. Nor is it even remotely

\

\

likely that their answers could affird "a link in the chain of

' ."

evidence" needed to prosecute appellant in a foreign Jurisdiction.
Cf. Blan v. United states, 340 U.

s.

159 (1950) • For if appellant

identified himself as a member of the Cosa Nostra in the "family"

\

of Joseph Bonanno, he would ooly confirm a widely held assumptid,~
\

on the basis of which law enforcement authorities have long operate~.·
- \

See, e.g., S. Rep. tio. 91-517, 91st Cong., 1 sess. (1969).

1

To confirm the operating assumption of law enforcement authorit~es
\

hardly provides a new "link" to evidence which coold be used
in a foreign prosectrtion,

.
<
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mr. Covert E. Parnell,

FROM:

Lewis F. Powell, Jr.

m

DATE: April 23, 1972

No. 69-4 Zicarelli
I must have been in a weakened condition this Sunday morning
when I read your Zicarelli draft opinicn of 4/17/72, as I find nothing
of substance that I wouitf even tinker with. A fairer comment would
be that it looks great to me.
I have made two or three fly-specking language changes, which
you might take a look at.
I like your treatment of the "foreign prosecution" point. As
I have not read carefully the appendix in this case (have not looked at
it at all recently), I rely on you entirely for your analysis of the
questions. It seems to me that you demolish the argument of a "real
and substantial fear of foreign prosecution''.
Unless I have missed it, you did not refer to the fact - which
we previously discussed - that reciprocal extradition laws do not
exist between the United States and the Dominican Republic and
Venezuela. If you think this point is worth mentioning, include it in
one of the footnotes.
**

~

*

-

-

2.
I suggest that you deliver this to the printer promptly on
Monday morning, so that we can have a printed draft to circulate
before I leave oo Tuesday.
L. F. P., Jr.
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TO FIL!

To: The ChieI J usti oe
Kr . Justice Douglas
Mr. Justica Brennan
Mr . Just:i c e S1:&wart
Kr. Justice Whi,,e
1tr. Justice Ma~e}l&.r:t
Kr. Justice B:i.,; e.ionun
1fr . Justice n~_:2nquiet

J'rom : Powell, J .
1st DRAFT

C1rclllated :

APR 2 4 1972

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STAT~ 1row.ated :_ _ __
No. 69-4
Joseph Arthur Zicarelli,
Appellant,

On Appeal from the Supreme Court of New
V.
Jersey.
The New Jersey State Commission of Investigation.
[May -, 1972]

MR. J USTICE POWELL delivered the opinion of the
Court.
This case, like Kastigar v. United States, ante, p. - ,
raises questions concerning the conditions under which
testimony can be compelled from an unwilling witness
who invokes the Fifth Amendment privilege against
compulsory self-incrimination.
Appellant was subpoenaed to appear before the New
Jersey State Commission of Investigation 1 on July 8,
1969, to testify concerning organized crime, racketeering,
and political corruption in Long Branch, New Jersey. 2
In the course of several appearances before the Commission, he invoked his privilege against self-incrimina-tion and refused to answer a series of 100 questions.
The Commission was created by the New J ersey legislature pri-marily to investigate organized crime, racketeering, and political corruption in New J ersey. N. J . R ev. Stat. §§ 52:9:VI-l and 52:91\1-2
(Supp. 1970).
2 The New J ersey Code of F air Procedu re requires t hat persons
summoned to testify before the Commission be sen-ed prior to the
time they are required to appear with a statement of the subject
of the investigation. N. J. Rev. Stat. § 52:13E-2 (Supp . 1970).
This statement was contained in the subpoena served on appellant ..
Joint Appendix 3a.
1
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The Commission granted him immunity pursuant to
N. J. Rev. Stat. § 52:9M-17 (Supp. 1970), and ordered
him to ans,yer the questions. Notwithstanding the grant
of immunity, he persisted in his refusal to answer. The
Commission then petitioned the Superior Court of
Mercer County for an order directing appellant to show
cause why he should not be adjudged in contempt of
the Commission and committed to jail until such time
as he purged himself of contempt by testifying as
ordered. At the hearing on the order to show cause,
appellant challenged the order to testify on several
grounds, one of "·hich was that the statutory immunity
was insufficient in several respects to compel testimony
over a claim of the privilege. The Superior Court rejected this contention, and ordered appellant incarcerated
until such time as he testified as ordered. The Supreme
Court of New Jersey certified appellant's appeal before
argument in the Appellate Division, and affirmed the
judgment of the Superior Court. In re Zicarelli, 55
N. J. 249, 261 A. 2d 129 (1970). This Court noted
probable jurisdiction and set the case for argument to
consider appellant's challenges to the sufficiency of the
immunity authorized by the statute. 401 U. S. 933
(1971.)

I
A majority of the members of the Commission have·
authority to confer immunity on a witness who invokes
the privilege against self-incrimination. 3 After the witness testifies under the grant of immunity, the statute
provides that:
"he shall be immune from having such responsive
answer given by him or such responsive evidence
produced by him, or evidence derived therefrom
3

N. J. RcY. Stat. § 52:91\1-17 (a) (Supp. 1970).
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used to expose him to criminal prosecution or pen@:J_or
____a_l-ty""'lto a forfeiture of his estate, except that such

person may nevertheless be prosecuted for any perjury committed in such answer or in producing
such evidence, or for contempt for failing to give
an answer or produce in accordance with the order
of the commission . . . . "
N. J. R ev. Stat.
§ 52:9M-17 (b) (Supp. 1970).
This is a comprehensive prohibition on the use and
derivative use of testimony compelled under a grant
of immunity. 4 Appellant contends that only full transactional immunity affords protection commensurate with
that afforded by the privilege and suffices to compel
testimony over a claim of the privilege. We rejected
this argument today in Kastigar, where we held that
immunity from use and derivative use is coextensive
with the scope of the privilege, and is therefore sufficient to compel testimony. We perceive no difference
beb\·ee11 the degree of protection afforded by the New
J ersey statute and that afforded by the federal statute
sustained in Kastigar.
Appellant also contends that while immunity from
use and derivative use may suffice to secure the protection of the privilege from invasion by jurisdictions other
than the jurisdiction seeking to compel testimony, that
jurisdiction must grant the greater protection afforded
by transactional immunity. In Kastigar, " ·e held that
immunity from use and derivative use is commensurate
\Yith the protection afforded by the privilege, and rejected the notion that in our federal system a jurisdiction seeking to compel testimony must grant protection
greater than that afforded by the privilege in order to
supplant the privilege and compel testimony. Our holding in Kastigar is controlling here.
1

See In re Zicarelli, 55 N. J. 249 , 270, 261 A. 2d 129, 140 (1970) .
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II
Appellant contends that the immunity provided by
the New Jersey statute is unconstitutionally vague because it immunizes a witness only against the use and
derivative use of "responsive" answers and evidence,
without providing statutory guidelines for determining
what is a "responsive" answer. The statute does not
come before us devoid of interpretation, for the Supreme
Court of New Jersey has construed the responsiveness
limitation as follows:
"The limitation is intended to prevent a witness
from seeking undue protection by volunteering what
the State a.lready kno-ws or will likely come upon
without the witness/aid. The purpose is not to
trap. Fairly construed, the statute protects the
witness against answers and evidence he in good
faith believed were demanded." 55 N. J., at 270271, 261 A. 2d, at 140.
This is not the technical construction of "responsive"
in the legal evidentiary sense that appellant fears, 5
but rather is a construction cast in terms of ordinary
English usage 6 and the good-faith understanding of
the average man . The term "responsive" in ordinary
English usage has a well-recognized meaning. It is not,
as appellant argues, "so vague that men of common
intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and
differ as to its application." Connally v. General Construction Co., 269 U. S. 385, 391 (1926).
Moreover, the contention that ambiguity in the term
"responsive" poses undue hazards for a witness testi5
See 3 J. Wigmore, EYidence § 785, at 200-202 (Chadbourn rev.
1970).
6
Cf. Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1, 2 (1964); Hoffman v. United
States, 341 U.S. 479, 487 (1951).

1

-s.
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fying under a grant of immunity must be considered m
the context in which the statute operates. This is
not a penal statute which requires an uncounseled decision by a layman as to what course of action is lawful
to pursue. A witness before the Commission is entitled
to have in advance of his testimony a statement of
the subject matter on which the Commission intends
to examine him. 7 This advance notice of the subject
of the inquiry will provide a background and context
that will aid a witness in determining what information
the questions seek. The New Jersey statute further
provides that a witness before the Commission is entitled
to have counsel present during the course of the hearing,8
and counsel may secure clarification of vague or arbiguous questions in advance of a response by the witness. 9
The responsiveness limitation is not a trap for the
unwary; rather it is a barrier to those who would intentionally tender information not sought in an effort to
frustrate and prevent criminal prosecution. 10 The context in which the statute operates 11 reaffirms our conN. J. Rev. Stat. §52:13E-2 (Supp . 1970) .
N . J. Rev. Stat. §52:13E-3 (Supp. 1970) .
9 Appellant does not contend that counsel, although present, is solimited in his role t hat he cannot obtain clarification of any questions
which the witness does not understand full y. Counsel for the Commission states that a witness may even obj ect to questions on the·
ground that they are not relevant to the subj ect matter of the
inquiry, and obtain a court ruling on relevancy before being required
to answer. Appellee's Brief, at 81-82.
1 0 In re Zicarelli, 55 N. J. 249, 270-271 , 261 A. 2d 129, 140 (1970) .
See, e. g., Comment, The F ederal Witness Immunity Acts in Theory
and P ractice : Treacling t he Constit utional Tight rope, 72 Yale L. J.
1568, 1572 (1963).
11 Appellant refused to answer 100 questions.
None of these questions is pointed to as an example of a question which is so vague
that an ordinary man could not det ermine whut information the
question seeks.
7

8
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clusion that the responsiveness limitation does not violate
the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

III
Appellant further asserts that he cannot be compelled to testify before the Commission because his testimony ,rnuld expose him to danger of foreign prosecution.
He argues that he has a real and substantial fear of
foreign prosecution , and that he cannot be compelled
to incriminate himself under foreign law. It follows,
he insists, that he CW;J1ot be compelled to testify, irrespective of the scope ofFmmunity he receives, because neither
the Ne,y Jersey statute nor the Fifth Amendment privilege can prevent either prosecution or use of his testimony by a foreign sovereign. This Court noted probable
jurisdiction to consider appellant's claim that a grant
of immunity cannot supplant the Fifth Amendment
privilege with respect to an individual who has a real
and substantial fear of foreign prosecution. \Ye have
concluded, ho,Yever, that it is unnecessary to reach the
constitutional question in this case.
It is well established that the privilege protects against
real dangers. not remote and speculative possibilities. 12
At the hearing before the Superior Court of Mercer
County, appellant introduced numerous newspaper and
magazine articles bearing upon his self-incrimination
claim. A number of these articles were brought to•
the attention of the court as bearing upon his fear
of foreign prosecution. 1 3 These articles labelled appellant the "foremost internationalist" in organized crime,11
Mason v. United States, 2--!4 U.S. 362 (1917) ; H eike v. United·
States, 227 U.S. 131, 144 (1913) ; Brown v. Walk er, 161 U.S. 591,
599-600 (1896 ); Queen v. Boyes, l Best. & Sm. 311, 329-331, 121
Eng. R ep. 730, 738 (Q. B. 1861).
1 3 Cf. H offman Y. United States, 3--!1 U. S. 479, --!89 (1951).
14 Life, Sept. 8, 1967, nt 101.
12

-fk/
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and detailed his alleged participation in unlawful ventures growing out of his alleged interests and activities
in Canada i;, and the Dominican Republic. rn
While these articles would lend support to a claim
of fear of foreign prosecution in the abstract, they do
not support such a claim in the context of the questions
asked by the Commission. Of the 100 questions appellant refused to answer, appellant cites only one specific
question 11 as posing a substantial risk of incrimination
Li fe , Ang. 9. 196~. at 24 .
Life, Sept. 8 . 1967 . at 101. Appell:mt also alleges that the:=:e
articles support his rlaim of a real and substnntial dnnger of prosecution b:v Ven ezuela. Th e only reference to Venezueln. however, is a
stntement that :1ppellnnt '·ha:=: holding, in Yenezu el:1. " Life; Sept. 1.
1967, at 45 .
17 Appellant nlso rni~es :1 n1gue objection on grounds of in criminat.ion under foreign law to these four questions:
"Q. Arc you n member of any secret organizntion that is dedicated to or "·hose principle is to 11urrne crime and protect those of
its members who do commi t crime?" Joint Appendix, at Sa.
" Q. Do you know that organizntion by the name Cosa Nostrn ?"
.Taint Appendix, at 17a.
"Q. Are you a member of the organization known as Casa N ostra ?"
.Joint Appendix, at 18n.
"Q. In whose famil>· of Cosa Nostra are you a member?
"Q. Do >"OU know Jos~rh Bonanno?" Joint Appendix. at 20a.
The.se quest ions do noi seek answers con<'erning foreign involvements or foreign criminal activit>"· Indeed, they do not relate to
criminal acts. Nor is it cnn remotely likely that their answers
could afford "a link in the chain of evidence" needed to prosecute
appellant in a foreign jurisdiction. Cf. Blau v. United States, 340
U . S. 159 (1950). For if appellnnt identified himself as a member
of the Cosa Nostrn in the "family" of Joseph Bonanno, he would
on!>' confirm nn assumption widely held b r law enforcement authorities. See, e. g., S. Rep. No. 91, 91st Cong. , 1st Sess. (1969) .
To confirm the operating assumption of law enforcement authorities hardly prO\·ides a nc,,· " link" to evidence which could be used
in a foreign prosecution .
10

1 r.

/
-{
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under foreign law. That question is: "In what geographical area do you have Cosa Nostra responsibilities?"
We think it plain from the context in which the
question was asked that it sought an answer concerning
geographical areas in New Jersey. The subject of the
hearing was la,v enforcement, organized crime, racketeering, and political corruption in the city of Long·
Branch, which is located in Monmouth County, New
Jersey. Eleven of the 13 questions preceding the
question under consideration related specifically to the
city of Long Branch and Monmouth County. The
question under consideration was followed by the question: "Is Monmouth County ·within that geographical
area?" Of course, neither the fact that the Commission was not seeking information concerning appellant's
activities outside the United States, nor the fact that
the question was not designed to elicit such information,
is dispositive of appellant's claim that an answer to the
question would incriminate him under foreign law.
When considering whether a claim of the privilege can
be sustained, the inquiry focuses on what a truthful
answer might disclose, rather than on what information
is expected. 1 8 But the context in which a question is.
asked imports additional meaning into the question, and
clarifies what information is sought. A question to which
a claim of the privilege is interposed must be considered
"in the setting in which it is asked." Hoff man v. United
States, 341 U. S. 479, 486 (1951).
Considering this question in light of the circumstances
in which it was asked, we agree with the conclusion of
the Supreme Court of New Jersey that appellant was
never in real danger of being compelled to disclose information that might incriminate him under foreign law.
Even if appellant has international Cosa Nostra re18

See Hoffman v. United States, 341 U. S. 479 (1951).
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sponsibilities, he could have answered this question truthfully without disclosing them. Should he have found it
necessary to qualify his answer by confining it to domestic responsibilities in order to avoid incrimination
under foreign law, he could have done so. To have
divulged international responsibilities would have been
to volunteer information not sought, and apparently not
relevant to the Commission's investigation. We think
that in the circumstances of the questioning this was.
clear to appellant and his counsel.
Appellant is of course free to purge himself of contempt by answering the Commission's questions. Should
the Commission inquire into matters which might incriminate him under foreign law and pose a substantial
risk of foreign prosecution, and should such inquiry besustained over a relevancy objection,1° then a constitutional question will be squarely presented. We do not
believe that the record in this case presents such a
question.
The judgment of the Supreme Court of New Jersey
accordingly is
Affirmed.
MR. JUSTICE BRENNAN and MR. JUSTICE REHNQUIST
took no part in the consideration or decision of this case ►
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See n. 9, supra.
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MR. JUSTICE POWELL delivered the op11110n of the
Court.
This case, like Kastigar v. United States, ante, p. - ,
raises questions concerning the conditions under ,vhich
testimony can be compelled from an unwilling witness
who invokes the Fifth Amendment privilege against
compulsory self-incrimination.
The New Jersey State Commission of Investigation 1
subpoenaed appellant to appear on July 8, 1969, to
testify concerning organized crime, racketeering, and
political corruption in Long Branch, New Jersey.2 In
the course of several appearances before the Commission, he invoked his privilege against self-incrimination and refused to answer a series of 100 questions. The
1

The New Jersey legislature created the Commission primarily
to investigate organized crime, racketeering, and political corruption in New Jersey. N. J . Rev. Stat.§§ 52:9i\1-1 and 52:9M-2
(Supp. 1970) .
2
The New Jersey Code of Fair Procedure requires that persons
summoned to testify before the Commission be served prior to the
time they are required to appear with a statement of the subject
of the investigation. N. J. Rev. Stat. § 52:13E-2 (Supp. 1970).
The subpoena served on appellant contained this stat ement. Joint
Appendix 3a.
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Commission granted him immunity pursuant to N. J.
Rev. Stat. § 52:9M-17 (a) (Supp. 1970), and ordered
him to answer the questions. Notwithstanding the grant
of immunity, he persisted in his refusal to answer. The
Commission then petitioned the Superior Court of
Mercer County for an order directing appellant to show
cause why he should not be adjudged in contempt of
the Commission and committed to jail until such time
as he purged himself of contempt by testifying as
ordered. At the hearing on the order to show cause,
appellant challenged the order to testify on several
grounds, one of which was that the statutory immunity
was insufficient in several respects to compel testimony
over a claim of the privilege. The Superior Court rejected this contention, and ordered appellant incarcerated
until such time as he testified as ordered. The Supreme
Court of New Jersey certified appellant's appeal before
argwnent in the Appellate Division, and affirmed the
judgment of the Superior Court. In re Zicarelli, 55N. J. 249, 261 A. 2d 129 (1970). This Court noted
probable jurisdiction and set the case for argument to
consider appellant's challenges to the sufficiency of the
immunity authorized by the statute. 401 U. S. 933.
( 1971.)
I
A majority of the members of the Commission haveauthority to confer immunity on a witness who invokes
the privilege against self-incrimination." After the witness testifies under the grant of immunity, the statute
provides that:
"he shall be immune from having such responsiveanswer given by him or such responsive evidenceproduced by him, or evidence derived therefrom
3

N. J. Rev. Stat. § 52:9M-17 (a) (Supp. 1970).
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used to expose him to criminal prosecution or penalty or to a forfeiture of his estate, except that such
person may nevertheless be prosecuted for any perjury committed in such answer or in producing
such evidence, or for contempt for failing to give
an answer or produce in accordance with the order
of the commission . . . . "
N. J. Rev. Stat.
§ 52:9M-17(b) (Supp. 1970).
This is a comprehensive prohibition on the use and
derivative use of testimony compelled under a grant
of immunity. 4 Appellant contends that only full transactional immunity affords protection commensurate with
that afforded by the privilege and suffices to compel
testimony over a claim of the privilege. We rejected
this argument today in Kastigar, where we held that
immunity from use and derivative use is coextensive
with the scope of the privilege, and is therefore sufficient to compel testimony. We perceive no difference
between the degree of protection afforded by the New
Jersey statute and that afforded by the federal statute
sustained in Kastigar.
Appellant also contends that while immunity from
use and derivative use may suffice to secure the protection of the privilege from invasion by jurisdictions other
than the jurisdiction seeking to compel testimony, that
jurisdiction must grant the greater protection afforded
by transactional immunity. In Kastigar, we held that
immunity from use and derivative use is commensurate
with the protection afforded by the privilege, and rejected the notion that in our federal system a jurisdiction seeking to compel testimony must grant protection
greater than that afforded by the privilege in order to
supplant the privilege and compel testimony. Our holding in Kast?:gar is controlling here.
4

See In re Zicarelli, 55 N. J. 249,270,261 A. 2d 129,140 (1970).
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II
Appellant contends that the immunity provided by
the New Jersey statute is unconstitutionally vague because it immunizes a witness only against the use and
derivative use of "responsive" answers and evidence,
without providing statutory guidelines for determining
what is a "responsive" answer. The statute does not
come to us devoid of interpretation, for the Supreme
Court of New Jersey has construed the responsiveness
limita.t ion as follows:
"The limitation is intended to prevent a witness
from seeking undue protection by volunteering what
the State already knows or will likely come upon
without the witness's aid . The purpose is not to
trap. Fairly construed, the statute protects the
witness against answers and evidence he in good
faith believed were demanded." 55 N . J. , at 270271 , 261 A. 2d, at 140.
This is not the technical construction of "responsive"
in the legal evidentiary sense that appellant fears ,5
but rather is a construction cast in terms of ordinary
English usage G and the good-faith understanding of
the average man. The term "responsive" in ordinary
English usage has a well-recognized meaning. It is not,
as appellant argues, "so vague that men of common
intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and
differ as to its application." Connally v. General Construction Co., 269 U. S. 385, 391 (1926).
Moreover, the contention that ambiguity in the term
"responsive" poses undue hazards for a witness testi5
See 3 J . vVigmore, Evidence § 785, at 200-202 (Chadbourn rev.
1970) .
6
Cf. Mallo y v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1, 12 (1964); H offman v. United
States, 341 U.S. 479, 487 (1951) .
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fying under a grant of immunity must be considered in
the context in which the statute operates. This is
not a penal statute which requires an uncounseled deci-sion by a layman as to what course of action is lawful
to pursue. A witness before the Commission is entitled
to have in advance of his testimony a statement of
the subject matter on which the Commission intends
to examine him. 7 This advance notice of the subject
of the inquiry will provide a background and context
that will aid a witness in determining what information
the questions seek. The New Jersey statute furtherprovides that a witness before the Commission is entitled
to have counsel present during the course of the hearing,8
and counsel may secure clarification of vague or arbiguous questions in advance of a response by the witness.9
The responsiveness limitation is not a trap for theunwary; rather it is a barrier to those who would intentionally tender information not sought in an effort to
frustrate and prevent criminal prosecution. 10 The context in which the statute operates 11 reaffirms our con-N. J. R ev. Stat. §52:13E-2 (Supp. 1970).
N . J. Rev. Stat. §52:13E-3 (Supp. 1970).
9 Appellant does not contend that counsel, although present, is so,
limited in his role that he cannot obtain clarification of any questions
which t he witness does not understand fully. Counsel for the Com-mission stat es that a witness may even obj ect t o questions on the
ground t hat they are not relevant t o t he subj ect mat ter of the·
inquiry, and obtain a court ruling on relevan cy before being required
to answer. Appellee's Brief, at 81-82.
10 In re Zicarelli, 55 N. J. 249 , 270-271 , 261 A. 2d 129, 140 (1970) ..
See generally Comment, The F ederal Witness Immunity Act::; in
Theory and Practice : Treading t he Constit utional Tightrope, 72
Yale L. J. 1568, 1572 (1963) .
11 Appellant refused t o answer 100 questions.
None of these questions is pointed to as an example of a question which is so vaguethat an ordinary man could not det ermine what information the·
question seeks.
7

8
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clusion that the responsiveness limitation does not violate
the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

III
Appellant further asserts that he cannot be compelled to testify before the Commission because his testimony would expose him to danger of foreign prosecution.
He argues that he has a real and substantial fear of
foreign prosecution, and that he cannot be compelled
to incriminate himself under foreign law. It follows,
he insists, that he cannot be compelled to testify, irrespective of the scope of the immunity he receives, because
neither the New Jersey statute nor the Fifth Amendment
privilege can prevent either prosecution or use of his testimony by a foreign sovereign. This Court noted probable
jurisdiction to consider appellant's cla.im that a grant
of immunity cannot supplant the Fifth Amendment
privilege with respect to an individual who has a real
and substantial fear of foreign prosecution. We have
concluded, however, that it is unnecessary to reach the
constitutional question in this case.
It is well established that the privilege protects against
real dangers, not remote and speculative possibilities. 12
At the hearing before the Superior Court of MercerCounty, appellant introduced numerous newspaper and
magazine articles bearing upon his self-incrimination
claim. He called a number of these articles to the court's
attention in an effort to demonstrate the basis of a fear
of foreign prosecution.rn These articles labelled appellant the "foremost internationalist" in organized crime, 14
E. g., Mason v. United Stat es, 244 U. S. 362 (1917) ; Heike v;
Unit ed Stat es, 227 U.S. 131, 144 (1913) ; Brown v. Walker, 161 U.S.
591, 599-600 (1896) ; Queen v. Boyes, l Best & Smith 311, 329-331,.
121 Eng. R ep. 730, 738 (Q. B. 1861).
1 3 Cf. Hoffman v. United States, 341 U. S. 479, 489 (1951).
14 Life, Sept. 8, 1967, at 101.
12
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and detailed his alleged participation in unlawful ventures gro,Ying out of alleged interests and activities in
Canada 15 and the Dominican Republic.' G
While these articles would lend support to a claim
of fear of foreign prosecution in the abstract, they do
not support such a claim in the context of the questions
asked by the Commission. Of the 100 questions he
refused to answer. appellant cites only one specific question 17 as posing a substantial risk of incrimination
'" Life, Aug. 9. 1968, at 24.
Life, Sept. 8, 1967, at 101. Appellant also alleges that these
articles support his claim of a real and subst:mtial danger of prosecution by Venezuela. The only reference to Venezuela, however, is a
statPment that apprll:rnt " has holdings in Venezuela." Life, Sept. 1,
1967, at 45.
17 Appellant also raises a ngue objection on grounds of incrimination under foreign law to these four qucotions:
"Q. Are you a member of any secret organization that is dedicated to or whose principle is to purrne crime and protect those of
its members who do commit crime?" .Joint Appendix, at Sa.
"Q. Do you know that organization by the name Cosa Nostra ?"
Joint Appendix, at 17a.
"Q. Are you a member of the organization known as Cosa N ostra ?"
Joint Appendix, at 18a.
"Q. In whose family of Cosa Nostra are you a member?
"Q. Do you know Joseph Bonanno?" Joint Appendix, at 20a.
These questions do no seek answers concerning foreign involvements or foreign criminal activity. Indeed, they do not relate to
criminal acts. Nor is it even remotely likely that their answers
could afford "a link in the chain of evidence" needed to prosecute
appellant in a foreign jurisdiction. Cf. Blau v. United States, 340
U. S. 159 (1950). For if appellant identified himself as a member
of the Cosa Nostm in the "family" of Joseph Bonanno, he would
only confirm an assumption widely held by law enforcement authorities. See, e.g., S. Rep. No. 91-617, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 38 (1969).
To confirm the operating assumption of law enforcement authorities hardly proYides a new "link" to evidence which could be used
in a foreign prosecution.
16
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under foreign law. That question is: "In what geographical area do you have Cosa Nostra responsibilities?"
We think it plain from the context in ,vhich the
question was asked that it sought an answer concerninggeographical areas in New Jersey. The subject of the
hearing was law enforcement, organized crime, racketeering, and political corruption in the city of Long
Branch, which is located in Monmouth County, New
Jersey. Eleven of the 13 questions preceding thequestion under consideration related specifically to the
city of Long Branch and Monmouth County. 18 Of course,
neither the fact that the Commission was not seeking
information concerning appellant's activities outside the
United States, nor the fact that the question was not
designed to elicit such information, is dispositive of appellant's claim that an answer to the question would
incriminate him under foreign law. When considering
whether a claim of the privilege can be sustained, the
court focuses inquiry on what a truthful answer might
disclose, rather than on what information is expected by
the questioner. 1 9 But the context in which a question is
asked imports additional meaning into the question, and
clarifies what information is sought. A question to which
a claim of the privilege is interposed must be considered
"in the setting in which it is asked." H ofjrnan v. United
States, 341 U. S. 479, 486 (1951) .
Considering this question in light of the circumstances
in which it was asked, we agree with the conclusion of
the Supreme Court of New J ersey that appellant was
never in real danger of being compelled to disclose information that might incriminate him under foreign law.
Even if appellant has international Cosa Nostra responsibilities, he could have answered this question truth18

The question under consideration wa s followed by the question:
"Is Monmouth County within that geographica l area?"
19
See Hoffman v. Unit ed States, 341 U. S. 479 (1951) .
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fully without disclosing them. Should he have found it
necessary to qualify his ans,ver by confining it to domestic responsibilities in order to avoid incrimination
under foreign law, he could have done so. To have·
divulged international responsibilities would have been
to volunteer information not sought, and apparently not
relevant to the Commission's investigation. We think
that in the circumstances of the questioning this was
clear to appellant and his counsel.
Appellant is of course free to purge himself of contempt by answering the Commission's questions. Should
the Commission inquire into matters which might in-criminate him under foreign law and pose a substantial
risk of foreign prosecution, and should such inquiry be·
sustained over a relevancy objection,2° then a constitutional question will be squarely presented. We do not
believe that the record in this case presents such a
question.
The judgment of the Supreme Court of New Jersey
accordingly is
Affirmed.
M R. J USTICE BRENNAN and MR. JUSTICE REHNQUIST
took no part in the consideration or decision of this case ..
M R. JusTICE DouGLAS dissents for the reasons stated
in his dissenting opinion in Kastigar, ante, - .
MR. J usTICE MARSHALL dissents for the reasons stated
in his dissenting opinion in Kastigar, ante, - .

20

See n. 9, supra.
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May 17, 1972

Dear Mr. Justice Powell:
Re:

No. 69-4, Zicarelli v. New Jersey State
Commission of Investigation

Attached is another copy of the page proof for the
syllabus as approved by you in connecti.on with your opinion
in the above case,

to show the lin.e-up of Justices which has

been supplied by Mr. Parnell.

If there are no subsequent drafts necessitating s yllabus

or line-up changes, please, at the appropriate time, advise
the Print Shop to release the syllabus and line-up with the
opinion.
Respectfully,

1

1J-1!¾11J~t.
Henry Putzel, j r.
Reporter of Decisions

Attachment
Honorable Lewis F. Powell, Jr.
Associate Justice
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Zicarelli

~,.,_
appeal from the Supreme Court of New

'
Tht' case is

at1

A

Jersey, and involves a New Jersey immunity statute similar to
the federal law we have today upheld in Kastigar v. United States.
For the reasons set forth in our opinion in Kastigar, we

bwe sustainlll the validity of the usr ,nd derivative ~ f 'mmunity
provided for by the New Jersey statute.
There was an additional questimy as to whether •

com-

pelling cf1 the witness to testify before the New Jersey Crime
Commission/ would result in evidenc_e ~hich might incriminate

.

him in foreign jurisdictions. We conclude/ that no

at '9 _.ft

showing

was made of any such danger .

~,,IIWll~

~

iJ.~
for the reasons set forth in our opinion, we

affirm the judgment of the Supreme Court of New Jersey.
Mr. Justice Douglas and Mr. Justice Marshall ha-v-e-4:-itect ,
.
t mg,
' (/(,,
d 1ssen

~

~.;.;::e;--el ~ ~ J~~
~ 1~~

Mr. Justice Brennan and Mr. Justice Rehnquist took no
part in the consideration or decision of the case.
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,
MEMORANDUM TO THE CONFERENCE

I have gone over the nine cases held for decision in No. 69-4,
Zicarelli < New Jersey state Comm'n of Investigation, No. 70-7,
Sarno v. Illinois Crime Investigating Comm'nz and No. 7();117,
Kastigar v. United States. These cases will appear on the Conference
List for May 29.
Three cases involve the New Jersey state Commission of
Investigatioo and its immunity statute, N. J. Rev. stat.

§

52:9M-17.

These cases appear to be controlled squarely by the decision in No.
69-4, Ztcarelli v. New Jersey State Comm 'n of Investigatioa.
In No. 70-84, Catena v. New Jersey State Comm'n of Investigation, and in No. 71-318, Annaloro v. New Jersey state Comm'n of
Investigation, the Supreme Court of New Jersey held that the immunity
provided by N. J. Rev. stat..

§

52:9M-17 was sufficient to supplant

the privilege and compel testimony. I would affirm both cases.

-

- 2 In No. 71-377, Elias v. Catena, the Court of Appeals for the

Third Circuit held that the immunity provided by N. J. Rev. Stat.
§

52:9M-17 was not sufficient to supplant the privilege and compel

testimony. I would grant certiorari and reverse.
Four cases involve 18 U.S. C. 6002, the federal witness
immunity statute. These cases appear to be cootrolled squarely by

the decisicn In No. 701-117, Kastlgar v. United States.
In No. 70-303, United States v. Korman, the Court of Appeals
for the Seventh Circuit held that the immunity provided by 18 U. S. C.
6002 was not sufficient to supplant the privilege and compel testimony.
I would grant certiorari and reverse.
In No. 71-114, Bowden v. United States, and in No. 71-473,

Weg v. United States, the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held
that the immunity provided by 18 U.S. C. 6002 was sufficient to

supplant the privilege and compel testimoo.y. I would deny certiorari

tn both cases.
In No~ 71-775, United states v. Cropper, the Court of Appeals

for the Fifth Circuit held that the immunity provided by 18 U. S. C.
6002 was not sufficient to supplant the privilege and compel testimooy.
I would grant certiorari and reverse.

-

- 3-

No. 69-6, Uniformed Sanitation Men Ass'n v. Commissioner
of Sanitation, involves the discharge of public employees, and grows
out of proceedings following an earlier reversal in this Court, 392

U.S. 280 (1968). The individual petitioners were summooed in 1966
to appear before the Commissiooer of Investigation of New York City
to testify with respect to their official cooduct. Each was advised
that in accordance with

§

1123 of the New York City Charter he would

be discharged if he refused to testify on the grounds of self-incrimina-

tion.

Each was also advised that his testimony could be used against

him in subsequent criminal proceedings. They were subsequently
d1scharged for invoking and refusing to waive their constitutional
privilege against compulsory self-incrtmlnattoo. The discharges were
upheld by CA 2, and this Court reversed, holding that under Garrity
v. New Jersey, 385 U.S. 493 (1967), testimony cannct be compelled
by threat of discharge from public employment unless the compelled

testimony cannot be used in a subsequent criminal prosecution of the
witness. After the decisioo in this Court, petitioners were reinstated.
They were then called to appear at an inquiry before the Deputy
Administrator of the Envtroomental Protectioo Administration coocerntng the performance of their duties as employees of the City
of New York.

They were again advised that they would be subject to

-

- 4 -

disciplinary actioo. by failure to answer material and relevant questions
relating to the performance of their official duties. This time, however,
they were advised that:
". • • the answers you may give to the questions proat this proceeding, or any information
or evidence which is gained by reasoo. of your
answers, may n<t be used against you in a criminal
proceeding • • • "

pounded to you

CA 2 (Lumbard, Friendly and Feinberg) held that the discharges
following petitioners' refusals to testify under Afle grants of immunity
were proper. This immunity is sufficient under our decision in No.
70-117, Kastigar v. United States. I would deny certiorari.
No. 71-5327, Kelly v. United States, involves a federal
prosecution of a witness who testified before a New York grand jury
under a grant of transactiooal immunity. The factual situation is
a close parallel to that in Murphy v. Waterfroo.t Comm'n, 378 U.S. 52
(1964). Petitioner's only substantial claim relating to immunity is
that the United States did n<t carry its burden of showing convincingly
that the evidence used against petitioner had a legitimate source

completely independent of petitioo.er's testimooy before the state
grand jury. CA 2 (Kaufman, Andersoo and Mansfield) rejected
petitioner's cootention, noting (1) that defense coonsel never objected

_,

-

- 5to admissloo of evidence oo this ground, ( 2) that the doctrine of plain
error was not applicable because the circumstances surrounding the
acqulsltloo and Introduction of the evtdence indicated that either there

was a legitimate independent source or that petitioner had waived any
claim of immunity, and (3) that petltlooer himself used at trial much
of the documentary evidence to which he now objects. The legal
framework from which the CA 2 approached the Issue is cooslstent
fully with the standards we set forth in No. 70-117, Kastigar v. United

states. I would deny certiorari.

L. F. P., Jr.

"

-

~

,...

-

May 21 , 1972
Memorandum to Mr. Justice Powell
Re: Our memorandum to the Conference concerning
the cases held for decision in Kastigar, Zicarelli
and Sarno
providing
For your information, I arry~some supplementary information regarding the suspension list cases which are nd squarely controlled
by Kastigar, Zicarelli and Sarno.
No. 69-6 Uniformed Sanitation Men Ass'n v. Commissioner of Sanitation
There is a problem in this case regarding whether New York
City is authorized by statute to confer immunity.

CA 2, after examining

the New York Code of Criminal Procedure, conclude"cl that New York
City was authorized to confer use and derivative use immunity. However, CA 2 does not firmly state this conclusion, because they conc l ude
that use immunity would flow from compelling the testimony by threat
of discharge, even in the absence of a specific grant of immunity.

I

think that serious due process problems inhere in this latter conclusion.
But there seems to be no reason to grant on this issue, because CA 2
does seem to conclude that the City was authorized by statute to confer
the immunity.

Another troublesome due process problem is that it

is not clear that petitioners were told that they had statutory immunity.

.

_,:

.,._

-

..
2.
No. 71-5327, Keilly v. United States
Petitioner testified before a New York state grand jury against
a man whose criminal prosecution was later removed to a federal
district court.

Petitioner contends that because of the removal granted

the man against whom he testified before the grand jury, the federal
authorities were bound to recognize the state's grant of transactional
immunity.

This argument is so meritless that I did not mention it in

the memorandum to the Conference.

Petitioner was never indicted

by the state, nor is his case a state prosecution removed to the federal
courts.

This is a straight Murphy case.
CEP
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MR.

JusTICE POWELL

delivered the opm1on of the

Court.
This case, like Kastigar v. United States, ante, p. - ,
raises questions concerning the conditions under which
testimony can be compelled from an unwilling witness
who invokes the Fifth Amendment privilege against
compulsory self-incrimination.
The New Jersey State Commission of Investigation 1
subpoenaed appellant to appear on July 8, 1969, to
testify concerning organized crime, racketeering, and
political corruption in Long Branch, New Jersey. 2 In
the course of several appearances before the Commission, he invoked his privilege against self-incrimination and refused to answer a series of 100 questions. The
1
The New Jersey legislature created the Commission primarily
to investigate organized crime, racketeering, and political corruption in New Jersey. N. J. Rev. Stat. §§ 52:9M-1 and 52:9M-2
(Supp. 1970).
2
The New Jersey Code of Fair Procedure requires that persons
summoned to testify before the Commission be served prior to the
time they are required to appear with a statement of the subject
of the investigation. N. J. Rev. Stat. § 52:13E-2 (Supp. 1970).
The subpoena served on appellant contained this statement. Joint
Appendix 3a.

: ··,. DOWN
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Commission granted him immunity pursuant to N. J.
Rev. Stat. § 52:9M-17 (a) (Supp . 1970), and ordered
him to answer the questions. Notwithstanding the grant
of immunity, he persisted in his refusal to answer. The
Commission then petitioned the Superior Court of
Mercer County for an order directing appellant to show
cause why he should not be adjudged in contempt of
the Commission and committed to jail until such time
as he purged himself of contempt by testifying as
ordered. At the hearing on the order to show cause,
appellant challenged the order to testify on several
grounds, one of which was that the statutory immunity
was insufficient in several respects to compel testimony
over a claim of the privilege. The Superior Court rejected this contention, and ordered appellant incarcerated
until such time as he testified as ordered. The Supreme
Court of New Jersey certified appellant's appeal before
argument in the Appellate Division, and affirmed the
judgment of the Superior Court. I n re Zicarelli, 55
N . J . 249, 261 A. 2d 129 (1970). This Court noted
probable jurisdiction and set the case for argument to
consider appellant's challenges to the sufficiency of the
immunity authorized by the statute. 401 U. S. 933
(1971.)

I
A majority of the members of the Commission have
authority to confer immunity on a witness who invokes
the privilege against self-incrimination. 3 After the witness testifies under the grant of immunity, the statute
provides that :
"he shall be immune from having such responsive
answer given by him or such responsive evidence
produced by him, or evidence derived therefrom
3

N. J. Rev. Stat. § 52:9M-17 (a) (Supp. 1970).
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used to expose him to criminal prosecution or penalty or to a forfeiture of his estate, except that such
person may nevertheless be prosecuted for any perjury committed in such answer or in producing
such evidence, or for contempt for failing to give
an answer or produce in accordance with the order
N. J. Rev. Stat.
of the commission . . .. "
§ 52:9M-17(b) (Supp . 1970) .

l
.,:_;

This is a comprehensive prohibition on the use and
derivative use of testimony compelled under a grant
of immunity.4 Appellant contends that only full transactional immunity affords protection commensurate with
that afforded by the privilege and suffices to compel
testimony over a claim of the privilege. We rejected
this argument today in Kastigar, where we held that
immunity from use and derivative use is coextensive
with the scope of the privilege, and is therefore sufficient to compel testimony. We perceive no difference
between the degree of protection afforded by the New
Jersey statute and that afforded by the federal statute
sustained in Kastigar.
Appellant also contends that while immunity from
use and derivative use may suffice to secure the protection of the privilege from invasion by jurisdictions other
than the jurisdiction seeking to compel testimony, that
jurisdiction must grant the greater protection afforded
by transactional immunity. In Kastigar, we held that
immunity from use and derivative use is commensurate
with the protection afforded by the privilege, and rejected the notion that in our federal system a jurisdiction seeking to compel testimony must grant protection
greater than that afforded by the privilege in order to
supplant the privilege and compel testimony. Our holding in Kastigar is controlling here.
4

See In re Zicarelli, 55 N. J. 249,270,261 A. 2d 129,140 (1970).
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II
Appellant contends that the immunity provided by
the New Jersey statute is unconstitutionally vague because it immunizes a witness only against the use and
derivative use of "responsive" answers and evidence,
without providing statutory guidelines for determining
what is a "responsive" answer . The statute does not
come to us devoid of interpretation, for the Supreme
Court of New Jersey has construed the responsiveness
limitation as follows:
"The limitation is intended to prevent a witness
from seeking undue protection by volunteering what
the State already knows or will likely come upon
without the witness's aid. The purpose is not to
trap. Fairly construed, the statute protects the
witness against answers and evidence he in good
faith believed were demanded." 55 N. J., at 270271, 261 A. 2d, at 140.
This is not the technical construction of "responsive"
in the legal evidentiary sense that appellant fears,5
but rather is a construction cast in terms of ordinary
English usage 6 and the good-faith understanding of
the average man. The term "responsive" in ordinary
English usage has a well-recognized meaning. It is not,
as appellant argues, "so vague that men of common
intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and
differ as to its application." Connally v. General Construction Co., 269 U. S. 385, 391 (1926).
Moreover, the contention that ambiguity in the term
"responsive" poses undue hazards for a witness testi5

See 3 J. Wigmore, Evidence § 785, at 200-202 (Chadbourn rev.

1970).
6 Cf. Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1, 12 (1964); Hoffman v. United
States, 341 U. S. 479, 487 (1951).
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fying under a grant of immunity must be considered in
the context in which the statute operates. This is
not a penal statute which requires an uncounseled decision by a layman as to what course of action is lawful
to pursue. A witness before the Commission is entitled
to have in advance of his testimony a statement of
the subject matter on which the Commission intends
to examine him.7 This advance notice of the subject
of the inquiry will provide a background and context
that will aid a witness in determining what information
the questions seek. The New Jersey statute further
provides that a witness before the Commission is entitled
to have counsel present during the course of the hearing,8
and counsel may secure clarification of vague or ambigu9
ous questions in advance of a response by the witness.
The responsiveness limitation is not a trap for the
unwary; rather it is a barrier to those who would intentionally tender information not sought in an effort to
frustrate and prevent criminal prosecution. 1 0 The context in which the statute operates 11 reaffirms our conN. J. Rev. Stat. § 52: 13E-2 (Supp. 1970).
N. J. Rev. Stat. § 52: 13E-3 (Supp. 1970).
9 Appellant does not contend that counsel, although present, is so
limited in his role that he cannot obtain clarification of any questions
which the witness does not understand fully. Counsel for the Commission states that a witness may even object to questions on the
ground that they are not relevant to the subject matter of the
inquiry, and obtain a court ruling on relevancy before being required
to answer. Appellee's Brief, at 81-82 .
10 In re Zicarelli, 55 N. J. 249, 270-271, 261 A. 2d 129, 140 (1970).
See generally Comment, The Federal Witness Immunity Acts in
Theory and Practice: Treading the Constitutional Tightrope, 72
Yale L. J. 1568, 1572 (1963).
11 Appellant refused to answer 100 questions.
None of these questions is pointed to as an example of a question which is so vague
that an ordinary man could not determine what information the
question seeks.
7

8
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clusion that the responsiveness limitation does not violate
the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

III
Appellant further asserts that he cannot be compelled to testify before the Commission because his testimony would expose him to danger of foreign prosecution.
He argues that he has a real and substantial fear of
foreign prosecution, and that he cannot be compelled
to incriminate himself under foreign law. It follows,
he insists, that he cannot be compelled to testify, irrespective of the scope of the immunity he receives, because
neither the New Jersey statute nor the Fifth Amendment
privilege can prevent either prosecution or use of his testimony by a foreign sovereign. This Court noted probable
jurisdiction to consider appellant's claim that a grant
of immunity cannot supplant the Fifth Amendment
privilege with respect to an individual who has a real
and substantial fear of foreign prosecution. We have
concluded, however, that it is unnecessary to reach the
constitutional question in this case.
It is well established that the privilege protects against
real dangers, not remote and speculative possibilities. 12
At the hearing before the Superior Court of Mercer
County, appellant introduced numerous newspaper and
magazine articles bearing upon his self-incrimination
claim. He called a number of these articles to the court's
attention in an effort to demonstrate the basis of a fear
of foreign prosecution. 1 3 These articles labelled appellant the "foremost internationalist" in organized crime, 14
12 E. g., Mason v. United States, 244 U. S. 362 (1917); Heike v.
United States, 227 U.S. 131, 144 (1913); Brown v. Wal ker, 161 U.S.
591, 599-600 (1896); Queen v. Boyes, l Best & Smith 311, 329-331,
121 Eng. Rep. 730, 738 (Q. B. 1861).
13 Cf. Hoffman v. United States, 341 U. S. 479, 489 (1951).
14 Life, Sept. 8, 1967, at 101.
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and detailed his alleged participation in unlawful ventures growing out of alleged interests and activities in
Canada 1 5 and the Dominican R epublic. 16
While these articles would lend support to a claim
of fear of foreign prosecution in the abstract, they do
not support such a claim in the context of the questions
asked by the Commission. Of the 100 questions he
refused to answer, appellant cites only one specific ques11
as posing a substantial risk of incrimination
tion
15

Life, Aug. 9, 1968, at 24.
Life, Sept. 8, 1967, at 101. Appellant also alleges that these
articles support his claim of a real and substantial danger of prosecu-·
£ion by Venezuela . The only reference to Venezuela, however , is a
statement that appellant "has holdings in Venezuela." Life, Sept'. 1,'
·
·
1967, at 45.
16

17

AppelJant also raises a Yague objection on grounds of incrimination under fo reign Jaw to these four questions:
''Q. Are you a member of any secret organization t hat is dedicated to or whose principle is to pursue crime and protect those of
its members who do commit crime?" Joint Appendix, at Sa.
"Q. Do you know t hat organization by the name Casa Nostra ?"
J:oint Appendix, at 17a.
"Q. Are you a member of the organization ki10,Yn as Casa N ostra ?"
Joint Appen dix, at 18a.
"Q. In whose family of Casa Nostra are you a member?
" Q. Do you know Joseph Bonanno?" J oint Appendix, at 20a.
These questions do not seek answers conrerning foreign in volvements or foreign criminal acfo·ity. Indeed, they do not relate to
criminal acts. Nor is it even remotely likely t hat their answers
could afford "a link in the chain of evidence" needed to prosecute
appellant in a foreign jurisdiction. Cf. Blau v. Unit ed States, 340
U. S. 159 (1950). For if appelJant identified himself as a member
of the Casa Nostra in the "family" of Joseph Bonanno, he would
only confirm an assumption widely held by Jaw enforcement authorities . See, e.g., S. Rep. No. 91-617, 91st Cong., 1st Sess. 38 (1969).
To confirm the operating assumption of law enforcement autho rities hardly provides a new "link" to evidence which could be used
in a foreign prosecution.
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under foreign law. That question is: "In what geographical area do you have Cosa Nostra responsibilities?"
We think it plain from the context in which the
question was asked that it sought an answer concerning
geographical areas in New Jersey. The subject of the
hearing was law enforcement, organized crime, racketeering, and political corruption in the city of Long
Branch, which is located in Monmouth County, New
Jersey. Eleven of the 13 questions preceding the
question under consideration related specifically to the
18
city of Long Branch and Monmouth County. Of course,
neither the fact that the Commission was not seeking
information concerning appellant's activities outside the
United States, nor the fact that the question was not
designed to elicit such information, is dispositive of appellant's claim that an answer to the question would
incriminate him under foreign law. When considering
whether a claim of the privilege should be sustained, the
court focuses inquiry on what a truthful answer might
disclose, rather than on what information is expected by
the questioner. 19 But the context in which a question is
asked imports additional meaning into the question, and
clarifies what information is sought. A question to which
a claim of the privilege is interposed must be considered
"in the setting in which it is asked." Hoff man v. United
States, 341 U . S. 479, 486 (1951).
Considering this question in light of the circumstances
in which it was asked, we agree with the conclusion of
the Supreme Court of New Jersey that appellant was
never in real danger of being compelled to disclose information that might incriminate him under foreign law.
Even if appellant has international Cosa Nostra responsibilities, he could have answered this question truth1 8 The question under consideration was followed by the question:
"Is Monmouth County within that geographical area?"
19 See Hoffman v. United States, 341 U.S. 479 (1951).
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fully without disclosing them. Should he have found it
necessary to qualify his answer by confining it to domestic responsibilities in order to avoid incrimination
under foreign law, he could have done so. To have
divulged international responsibilities would have been
to volunteer information not sought, and apparently not
relevant to the Commission's investigation. We think
that in the circumstances of the questioning this was
clear to appellant and his counsel.
Appellant is of course free to purge himself of contempt by answering the Commission's questions. Should
the Commission inquire into matters which might incriminate him under foreign law and pose a substantial
risk of foreign prosecution, and should such inquiry be
sustained over a relevancy objection,2° then a constitutional question will be squarely presented. We do not
believe that the record in this case presents such a
question.
The judgment of the Supreme Court of New Jersey
accordingly is
Affirmed.
MR. JusTICE BRENNAN and MR. JusTICE REHNQUIST
took no part in the consideration or decision of this case.
MR. JusTICE DouGLAS dissents for the reasons stated
in his dissenting opinion in Kastigar, ante, - .
MR. JusTICE MARSHALL dissents for the reasons stated
in his dissenting opinion in Kastigar, ante, - .

20

See n. 9, supra.
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